
September 20. 2001 SECY-01-0175 

FOR: The Commissioners 

FROM: William D. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 

SUBJECT. SPENT FUEL MISSING FROM MILLSTONE UNIT 1 

PURPOSE: 

To inform the Commission of licensee activities to date and NRC staff plans associated with the 

two fuel rods apparently missing from the spent fuel pool at Millstone Unit 1.  

BACKGROUND.  

In November 2000, the licensee for Millstone Unit 1 informed the NRC that the location of two 
spent fuel rods could not be determined.  

In 1972 a once-burned spent fuel assembly with damaged fuel rods was disassembled to allow 
testing. During the disassembly, one of the fuel rods was bent and could not be reinserted into 
the assembly. Another fuel rod was displaced by the installation of a new tie rod in the fuel 
assembly. These two fuel rods were put into a fuel rod canister used to store individual fuel 
rods. Records dated 1979 and 1980 show the fuel rods stored in the canister in the northwest 
corner of the spent fuel pool, Records after 1980 do not identify the location of the spent fuel 
rods or canister in the fuel pool. Significant work, including two reracks and shipments of 
miscellaneous irradiated components from the spent fuel pool. took place from 1980 to 1990. In 
November 2000. a records reconciliation and verification effort. u..ndertaken by the licensee 
(Northeast Utilities) to support the sale of the Millstone site to Dominion Resources, determined 
that the location of two full-length irradiated fuel rods was not properly reflected in special 
nuclear material records.  

The licensee has formed a Fuel Rod Accountability Project with a dedicated investigative team.  
Additionally an independent oversight team is reviewing the overall investigative effort. Although 
the current licensee for Millstone Unit 1 is Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, the Fuel Rod 
Accountability Project is directed. staffed, and funded by Northeast Utilities, the former 
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licensee for the Millstone units. The continued involvement of Northeast Utilities was a condition 
of the purchase of the Millstone units by Dominion. Licensee actions taken to locate the fuel 
rods and determine how they were misplaced include the following: 

"* physical inspections 
"* development of plausible scenarios to be investigated 
"* document reviews 
"* personnel interviews 
"* root cause analyses 

The scenario investigation by the Fuel Rod Accountability Project has included review of 
documentation of the shipments from the site that could have contained the fuel rods. Due to 
the high contact radiation levels of the rods, only removal from the spent fuel pool in a shielded 
cask has been considered plausible. The project staff has looked primarily at the recorded dose 
rates from the packages but has also considered the dates of shipments and the sizes of 
packages. Although the package size has been an evaluation factor, a wide range of sizes is 
considered plausible. This is because some radioactive components in the pool, including local 
power range monitors, are routinely cut into smaller lengths before packaging, and the fuel rods, 
if mistaken for such components, could also have been cut into smaller lengths.  

The NRC staff anticipates that the Fuel Rod Accountability Project will complete its investigation 
in September 2001. It appears increasingly likely that the fuel rods will not be found on site at 
Millstone, which leads to the possibility that the fuel rods may have been disposed of in the low
level waste disposal facilities at either Barnwell. South Carolina, or at Richland, Washington. or.  
shipped to the GE-Vallecitos facility.  

DISCUSSION: 

STATUS 

Health and Safety Issues 

The current risk to human health from the missing fuel rods, based on the staffs knowledge to 
date, appears to be low. If the rods were in and are still in the spent fuel pool in an 
undetermined location 'whick, apoears highly unlikely based on the Fuel Rod Accountability 
Project's investigations to date,. they would -aive oeen and are subject to ali of the controis for 
protecting workers and the public that are in place for handling spent fuel in that area. If the 
rods were mistaken for some other non-fuel component, such as a local power range monitor 
and were inadvertently shipped offsite, they would have been packaged in shielded shipping 
containers due to their high radiation levels, and would therefore have met the requirements for 
external exposure limits. This is because the licensee's radiation monitoring program would 
have detected the high radiation levels from the rods, an easily identifiable characteristic of the 
hazard if they were unshielded. Furthermore, the radiation detection instruments at the potential 
offsite locations would also have detected unshielded spent fuel. If the rods were shipped 
offsite, there are only three plausible locations - transferred to the GE-Vallecitos facility, where
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they would be safely stored in a manner similar to the spent fuel rods at the Millstone site, or a 
low-level waste (LLW) disposal site, either the Barnwell, South Carolina facility, or the Richland, 
Washington facility.  

At an LLW disposal site, there are two potential risks to members of the public associated with 
unintended disposal of spent fuel rods. The first is a possible exposure to an inadvertent 
intruder into a disposal cell. The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 61 (and the 
compatible regulations of the States of Washington and South Carolina) rely on a combination of 
100 years of active institutional controls (to control the use of the disposal facility land), 
government ownership of the land, siting, waste form, and engineered barriers or depth of burial 
to protect against inadvertent intrusion. Thus, there is no present hazard from the possible 
disposal of the fuel rods at an LLW site because inadvertent intrusion is not possible until after 
the sites are closed. After closure, there is some residual risk from the disposal of LLW (which 
also has long-lived radionuclides in activated metals), and the staff intends to work with the 
States of Washington or South Carolina to review and evaluate the incremental risk if the rods 
are determined to be disposed of at an LLW site.  

Another potential hazard at an LLW site is the long term release of radionuclides from the fuel 
rods. Northeast Utilities estimates the amount of radioactivity in the fuel rods to be 
approximately 300 curies. (Although the staff has not independently verified that estimate, it 
appears to be reasonable.) This amount of radioactivity is a small part of the total inventory of 
several million curies at either disposal site that must already be isolated to protect public health 
and safety. The specific hazard would depend on such factors as the amounts of specific 
radionuclides in the spent fuel rods, and site characteristics, such as the rate of potential 
groundwater transport of radionuclides to offsite locations. The staff also plans to review and 
evaluate in more detail the risk from offsite releases. Results from the ongoing environmental 
monitoring and radiation protection programs at the sites have demonstrated that there is no 
significant risk to the public or workers at this time from operations at each site.  

A final consideration in the risk evaluation is the potential dose to workers from finding and 
exhuming the rods, if they are determined to be buried at a disposal site and if recovery of the 
rods is deemed necessary. The staff will also review and evaluate the potential doses from 
these efforts as well as whatever longer term risks might result from leaving the rods in place.  

Nuclear Proliferation Issues 

The very high radiation level of the material (contact radiation level of approximately 1600 R/hr 
in 1980) makes theft difficult. dangerous, and very unlikely. The radiation levels also make the 
material of limited or no economic value. Moreover, the amount and chemical form of the fissile 
material contained in the two spent fuel rods make it unlikely that the rods could be used to 
manufacture a weapon. The uranium in the fuel rods is low-enriched uranium (2.44 percent 
U-235, 97.56 percent U-238). The amount of U-235 in each rod is about 50 grams. The 
plutonium created in each rod during its time in the reactor core is estimated to be approximately 
20 grams. The 40 grams of plutonium and 100 grams of U-235 contained in the rods would 
result in the missing material being considered special nuclear material (SNM) of low strategic 
significance (10 CFR 73.2, "Special nuclear material of low strategic significance").
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Staff Monitoring and Inspection of Licensee's Investigation 

Routine inspections have been conducted by Region I inspectors and by the Unit 2 resident 
inspector, who was formerly the resident inspector at Unit 1. Regional inspectors were on site 
during January. February, May, June, and August for routine inspections, including oversight of 
the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's spent fuel investigation. On December 19, 2000, Region I 
management, in a conference call with the licensee, discussed tne investigation status and 
requested a written update, which the licensee provided to NRC and, during the conference call, 
NRC offered to conduct weekly conference calls. The calls began on January 2, 2001, and are 
expected to continue through the end of the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's investigation. The 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safeguards (NMSS), and Region I staff have regularly participated in these teleconferences.  
Dominion Nuclear Connecticut, Inc. (DNC) visited Region I on April 23, 2001, to present a status 
report.  

State Interactions 

NRC staff has closely coordinated with the States of Connecticut, Washington, and South 
Carolina on this matter. Connecticut, Washington, and South Carolina staff participate in the 
weekly status calls with Northeast Utilities, during which they have an opportunity not only to 
understand the status of the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's activities but also to ask questions 
and request assistance. Washington, for example, has requested assistance from Northeast 
Utilities in a number of areas such as identifying possible shipments to Hanford and the type of 
disposal container that could have been used. Washington and South Carolina staff have also 
closely coordinated with NRC staff on their preparatory activities and have informed their 
respective Governor's Offices of the possibility that the fuel rods may have been shipped to the 
Hanford or Barnwell sites for disposal. Connecticut staff has continued to closely monitor the 
Fuel Rod Accountability Project's investigation and is preparing to brief the Governors office.  
The Washington Governor's Office asked the State Department of Health staff to take the lead in 
the State and to complete a number of preparatory activities. The preparatory activities have 
included briefing key State management, developing background materials, including a set of 
questions and answers, reviewing disposal facility records and coordinating with U.S. Ecology.  
the operator of the Hanford LLW site. The Washington State Department of Health staff has 
requested assistance from NRC staff in several areas, particularly in the development of 
responses to questions in its set of questions and answers.  

NRC staff has also initiated periodic (approximately monthly) conference calls between South 
Carolina and Washington staff and key NRC staff to discuss the status of the investigation and 
to coordinate and share information on actions being considered or planned. During a recent 
call, Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford staff also participated. DOE will help Washington 
determine whether it is possible to "verify" the placement of the fuel rods at Hanford if shipment 
to Hanford as LLW is finally identified as a credible scenario by Northeast Utilities. DOE staff 
will also assist in answering a question from Washington on whether the placement of the fuel 
rods at Hanford would affect DOE's ability to assume title for the land in 2063, when State of 
Washington lease of the U.S. Ecology LLW disposal facility from DOE ends.
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Northeast Utilities has met with key State staff, including the Governor's Office staff, to discuss 
the investigation at Millstone.  

The staff has not actively engaged in discussions with the State of California regarding this issue 
since the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's only plausible scenario involving California proposes 
that the fuel rods were shipped to the General Electric fuel examination facility at Vallecitos.  
Since the General Electric facility at Vallecitos is licensed by NRC to receive and store spent 
nuclear fuel, among other activities, this scenario would not involve any State licensing issues.  
In addition, radiation protection and safeguards programs at Vallecitos would be sufficient to 
ensure adequate protection of the public if the fuel had been inadvertently transferred there.  

Press and Local Interest in Event 

The local newspaper for the Millstone area (The Day) has reported on the missing spent fuel 
rods since 3 weeks after the licensee identified the issue. Copies of several recent articles are 
attached. (Attachment 1).  

On February 1, 2001, NRC staff from Region I and from NRR made presentations on the status 
of NRC activities related to the missing spent fuel to the Millstone 1 Decommissioning Advisory 
Committee (M1 DAC), a subcommittee of the Connecticut State Nuclear Energy Advisory 
Committee (NEAC). Region I presented an update to the M1DAC on May 3, 2001, and met with 
the NEAC on May 17, 2001.  

Congressional Interest 

Congressional interest expressed to NRC involved a request from Congressman Markey dated 
December 20. 2000. for answers to multiple questions on the situation. Chairman Meserve 
responded to Congressman Markey on February 1, 2001. Copies of both letters are attached 
(Attachments 2 and 3).  

Material Control and Accounting (MC&A) Inspections 

The inspection of MC&A at power reactors was a regional responsibility until 1988, when 
resources for MC&A inspections were deleted from the regions' budgets. After 1988 the regions 
performed MC&A inspections at reactors only in response to events. NRR has oversight 
responsibility for the regions' safeguards programs at reactors.  

The Inspection Procedure (IP 851 02, "Material Control and Accounting - Reactors") that the 
regions followed has objectives to (1) determine whether the licensee has limited its possession 
and use of SNM to the locations and purposes authorized under license, and (2) determine 
whether the licensee has implemented an adequate and effective program to account for and 
control the SNM in its possession. The procedure's inspection requirements include the 
following: "Conduct a random spot-check of new fuel, irradiated fuel in spent fuel pool, sources, 
test specimens, etc., by comparing actual location with that indicated on loading diagrams, 
transfer forms, or other accounting records, as applicable. Check ten assemblies or bundles of 
new and irradiated fuel, and one source, test specimen .... The inspection procedure does not 
specifically address individual fuel rods.
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Discussions with some NRC staff who had experience conducting MC&A inspections at reactors 

10 years ago indicated that the inspectors would have taken random samples from each of the 

distinct populations, such as fuel elements, fuel assemblies, and sources. Therefore, unless the 
inspectors were made aware that fuel elements were stored separately from the assemblies, a 

sample for inspection would be drawn from the total spent fuel pool's population of fuel elements 

whether in assemblies or separated from assemblies, rather than a portion from the population 

in assemblies and a portion from the population separated from assemblies. It is not likely that 

an inspector following IP 85102 would have discovered the discrepancy in the records. The 

version of lP 85102 discussed here was issued on March 29, 1985. NRC staff was unable to 

locate records of the MC&A inspections conducted at Millstone Unit 1.  

An ANSI standard (ANSI N15.8-1974 , "Nuclear Material Control Systems for Nuclear Power 

Plants," endorsed by Regulatory Guide 5.29) that was in effect in 1979-1980 reads: 

"The basic unit of control for nuclear material shall be the nuclear fuel assembly.  
Each nuclear fuel assembly shall be identified in the material control records by 
its serial numbers and location. Nuclear material contained in fuel elements, not 
part of an assembly, shall be separately identified in all material control records." 

Under 10 CFR 70.51 and 70.58, a reactor licensee is required to keep records showing the 
receipt, inventory (including location), disposal, acquisition, and transfer of all SNM. Each 
record of receipt, acquisition, or physical inventory of SNM must be retained as long as the 
licensee retains possession of the material and for three years following transfer of such 
material. Physical inventories of SNM must be performed annually.  

Nuclear power reactors are required to report to the NRC: 

1. Semiannual material balance reports concerning SNM received, produced, possessed, 
transferred. consumed. disposed of. or lost.  

2. Semiannual statements of the composition of the ending inventory.  
3 A Nuclear Material Transaction Report whenever the licensee transfers or receives 

SNM. or when it makes corrections to its material balance.  

Reports submitted to the NRC under these provisions did not indicate that the two fuel rods were 

no longer in the licensee's inventory, because the licensee did not apoarently recognize at the 
time that it may have transferred the rods to ar.c:her licensee.  

Discrepancy in NUREG-0725 

A representative from Millstone called the Spent Fuel Project Office staff in mid-May 2001 to ask 

why the NRC revised the spent fuel shipment data for shipments of spent fuel from Millstone to 

the GE-Vallecitos facility in the 1991 issuance of "Public Information Circular for Shipments of 

Irradiated Reactor Fuel," NUREG-0725, Revision 7. The earlier issuances of NUREG-0725 
beginning with the first issuance in 1980 (Revision 0) through the 1989 issuance (Revision 6) 
reported the total spent fuel shipped in three shipments from 1980 - 1983 to be 36 kgs of 

combined element net weight of uranium and plutonium. The 1991 Revision 7 of NUREG-0725 
changed that total to 43 kgs.
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Based on the staff's review of the files, the staff concluded that the 1991 revision to the NUREG
0725 report changing the total shipped from 36 kgs to 43 kgs was an error by the staff. The 
correct total for the 1980 - 1983 shipments should be 36 kgs.  

Agency Obligations/Regulatory Authority 

NRC and Washington State or South Carolina share regulatory authority if the missing fuel rods 
are determined to be located in the LLW sites in Washington State or South Carolina (storage at 
GE-Vallecitos would be authorized under existing NRC license).  

As a general rule, NRC retains regulatory authority over spent nuclear fuel and greater-than
Class C material associated with reactor operations. As provided in Section 111 (b)(2) of the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), the disposal of spent fuel is a Federal responsibility.  
The NRC has not relinquished, in any agreement with an Agreement State, regulatory authority 
for spent fuel stored at a reactor site. In this case, if it is determined that the NRC licensee 
transferred spent fuel to an LLW site, it was an unauthorized transfer, since it was not 
authorized by the Commission's regulations or Millstone's license. In addition, NRC could 
determine that the recipient is in unauthorized possession of the material. Thus, if the spent fuel 
is determined to be at the LLW site in Washington State or South Carolina, NRC has the 
regulatory authority to require appropriate remedial action to be taken by its licensee and, if 
warranted, to require the spent fuel to be returned to an entity authorized to possess it. The 
exercise of that authority would depend on the circumstances, with the health and safety 
impacts of recovering the fuel and returning it to an entity authorized to possess it balanced 
against the impacts of leaving it at the burial site.  

Washington and South Carolina, as Agreement States, regulate disposal of LLW at the Hanford 
and Barnwell sites respectively. The States' license includes authorization to dispose of limited 
quantities of SNM in accordance with Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as 
amended. If the spent fuel is determined to be at the LLW site in Washington State or South 
Carolina, even though the fuel may be within the SNM limits in the license. Washington or South 
Carolina will likely determine that it was not an authorized disposal, since the State's license did 
not authorize its licensee to dispose of spent fuel. Spent fuel is explicitly excluded from the 
definition of low-level waste in 10 CFR 61.2 and compatible State regulations. Thus, if the spent 
fuel is found at the LLW site in Washington State or South Carolina, the States have the 
complementary regulat')ry authc-•tv tc require rernedial action to be taken and, if warranted, to 
require the spent fuel to De returneu to a,--, en.ity au:horizeo possess it.  

PLANNED STAFF ACTIONS 

Communication Plan 

A communication plan has been developed to ensure that the appropriate staff personnel and 
stakeholders are informed of new developments in the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's 
investigation and NRC's follow up. A copy of the plan is attached. (Attachment 4).
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Notifications 

Once the licensee determines the spent fuel rods are lost, it will have to make a notification to 
the Operations Center within one hour under the provisions of 10 CFR 70.52. When this 

notification is received. the staff will inform other Federal agencies that could receive press 
inquiries such as the Department of Energy the Federal Emergency Management Agency. and 

the Environmental Protection Agency and the State agencies. The purpose of this notification 
will be to ensure that the other agencies have a clear and common understanding of the 
situation and that there is no present hazard based on NRC's present understanding of the 
situation.  

Follow-up Inspection 

As discussed above, routine inspections have been conducted by Region I inspectors and by 
the Unit 2 resident inspector, who was formerly the resident inspector at Unit 1. Following up on 
these routine inspections performed at Millstone 1, the NRC staff is planning a special inspection 
to be conducted after the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's final investigative report is submitted.  
This inspection, to be led by Region I with assistance from NRR, NMSS, and OSTP, will enable 
the staff to independently assess actions taken by the licensee and Northeast Utilities.  

The general objectives of this inspection are to.  

1. Conduct a thorough and systematic review of the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's 
investigation into the circumstances of spent nuclear fuel missing from the Millstone 1 
spent fuel pool. Determine the adequacy of the Fuel Rod Accountability Project's 
investigation, based upon its completeness and the thoroughness of records reviews 
and interviews.  

2. Assess the Fuel Rod Accountability Projects determination of root cause, Identify 
alternative causes if appropriate, Develop independent conclusions regarding what 
caused the loss of the spent fuel rods. if it is determined that the rods are, in fact. lost 

3. Independently verify selected Fuel Rod Accountability Project records and interviews.  

Potential Enforcement 

If the NRC staff determines that regulatory requirements concerning accountability, possession.  
packai'r-g, and transportation have been violated, the staff w,'< .onsider whether enforcement 
action should be taken.  

Options for Addressing Potential Disposal of Fuel Rods at an LLW Disposal Site 

Although the location of the fuel rods, or portions of the fuel rods, is still unknown at this time, 

Northeast Utilities is nearing the completion of its inspection of the spent fuel pool, and may 
soon conclude that the rods are not on site. The focus of the investigation will then turn to their 
possible disposal at an LLW site, either the U.S. Ecology facility in Richland, Washington, or the 
Duratek facility in Barnwell, South Carolina. As noted in an earlier section of this paper, the
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NRC staff has been coordinating with these States on the possibility of such disposal of the fuel 
rods, and the NRC staff has thus far generally addressed safety and jurisdictional issues. With 
a conclusion that the rods are not on site, however, specific actions will need to be taken to 
address disposal at an LLW site.  

The fundamental issues associated with disposal are whether the rods, or portions of rods, can 
be located in a disposal trench and whether they should be exhumed. The NRC staff is taking a 
number of steps to obtain the information needed to address these issues. First, the NRC staff 
plans to perform its own scoping analysis of the potential safety impacts from the possible 
disposal of the fuel rods in either LLW site. The NRC staff will examine the potential impact on 
an inadvertent intruder, using assumptions similar to those used in the development of 10 CFR 
Part 61 and in Washington State's approval of the disposal of the Trojan reactor vessel at the 
U.S. Ecology LLW facility in Richland, Washington. The NRC staff will also evaluate the 
potential long-term dose impacts to an offsite individual from potential leaching of the 
radionuclides in the fuel rods into groundwater. Although the inventory of radioactivity is low 
(300 curies) compared to the total inventory at the sites (millions of curies), some longer lived 
radionuclides in spent fuel need to be considered.  

The NRC staff is evaluating with the States of Washington and South Carolina plans to obtain 
more in-depth evaluations of the impact of the potential disposals of the fuel rods. Any 
organization that conducts such studies would need to have the special expertise required for 
this work, have access to the extensive site and waste characterization data and assumptions 
used in computer modeling of radiation exposures to members of the public, and be acceptable 
to all of the principal stakeholders. In addition, arrangements for funding of such a study by the 
utility would need to be worked out. To determine potential safety impacts, the NRC staff, in 
coordination with the States, has begun initial planning for determining if the rods can be located 
and exhumed. The NRC staff will evaluate the feasibility of such investigations, if exhumation is 
necessary, and will use this information for generally defining the work that may be required.  
Some of the issues being examined are whether radiation detection equipment is capable of 
locating fuel rods in the trenches, whether boreholes or larger scale removal of trench covers 
might be needed for detection, and what the potential dose impacts would be to workers 
involved in these efforts. An important consideration will be the risks associated with leaving the 
material in place over the long term as compared with the risks (i.e., dose to workers) 
associated with removing it. The principal objectives at this time are to investigate feasibility, 
obtain consensus with State officials on approaches. and devel-p information for defining what 
work may have to be performed by tne utility or ts ccn:ractor in locating the rods on site.  

Long-Term Actions 

The staff is considering the following long-term actions: 

1. Issue generic correspondence as appropriate for root cause determination.  

2. Determine if the current NRC requirements for tracking and reporting SNM transactions 
provide information adequate for complete accounting of spent nuclear fuel.
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3. Identify and recommend changes to NRC regulations and NRC oversight concerning 
special nuclear material control and accounting at power reactors that may be necessary 
to prevent similar incidents from occurring. Ensure affected states, other NRC and state 
licensees, and other stakeholders are kept informed of the NRC activities.  

4. The Commission wil; be informed of significant developments pertaining to this issue.  

Unless otherwise directed by the Commission, this paper will be made public 5 days after 
issuance.  

Willia .Tvr 
Executive Director 

for Operations 

Attachments, 1. Selected Newspaper Articles 
2. Letter from Congressman Markey dated December 20, 2000 
3. Reply to Congressman Markey dated February 1, 2001 
4. Communication Plan 
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alloy cylinders 13 feet long, a12-inch thick and 
filled with depleted uranium pellets-- are the only 
fuel rods that have been totally lost in American 
nuclear history. according to the Hartford Courant 
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to people s airost nonex!s'-e.: N"RC *J'c. Wine Press 
said. "As an immediate health and safety concern Northwest 
that is not the issue," Merrifield said.  

Snake Dams 

The rods hold about 300 curies of radiation, which Hanford Reach 
are masked among the at least 3 million curies 
radiating from material already buried at US 
Ecology's site, he said. However. the highly 
radioactive fuel takes much longer to decay than 
low-level radioactive wastes.  

It is premature to speculate on any potential 
health or environmental risks until it is confirmed 
the rods are buried at Hanford and their conditions 
are known, said John Erickson. director of the 
radiation protection division for Washington's 
Department of Health. The state health 
department is briefed weekly on the search for the 
rods.  

"The utility (that lost the fuel) still believes the rods 
are in the spent fuel pool." Erickson said.  

US Ecology officials could not be reached for 
comment Tuesday evening. US Ecology is a 
private company that leases some central Hanford 
land for a commercial low-level waste site.  

According to NRC officials and the Hartford 
Courant. this is what happened: 

The two rods come from Unit No. 1 at the 
three-reactor Mi'istone complex in Connecticut 
that Northeast Nuclear Energy Co. owned unti 
four months ago. In 10972. operators bent the two 
rods during some repair work, making them 
useless in the reactor's core. where the fuel has 
tight tolerances to ;unction properly.  

So the rods were put in a long container, which 
vas stored in the 45-foot-deep, water-filled spent 
fuel basin next to the reactor.  

Then last December, Northeast Nuclear workers 
inventoried the fuel in the basin to prepare for 
selling the Millstone complex to Dominion Nuclear 
Connecticut for S1.3 billion the following April.  
Workers could not find the two rods in the basin, 
and the latest paperwork confirming their 
presence is dated 1980.



The Millstcne spent fjel bas&' nolds ao..,t 
140.000 fuel rods. That basin also holds other 
equipment. containers and control rods -- much of 

which can be classified as low-level radioactive 
wastes.  

Meanwhile, the NRC is keeping tabs on Northeast 
Nuclear's search with the utility expected to send a 
report on the matter to the federal agency in one 
or two months. Merrifield said.  

Occasionally, Northeast Nuclear sent fuel rods to 
General Electric Co.'s Valecitos lab near San 
Francisco, which examines damaged fuel rods.  
Merrifield said. And the possibility exists that the 
container holding the two rods was mistaken for 
low-level radioactive wastes and removed from the 
basin.  

So if the rods are not verified not to be in 
Millstone's basin, it is possible they might have 
been sent to the GE Valecitos lab. US Ecology's 
Hanford site or Chem-Nuclear's low-level 
radioactive waste site in Barnwell. S.C.  

Although US Ecology's Hanford site can legally 
accept waste from only 11 Western states today it 
was allowed to receive wastes from all over the 
nation in 1980. Merrifield said 

If the fuel rods went to Hanford or Barnwell. they 
would have been shipped in containers wvith 
enough shielding to orotect people near them and 
to mask the highiy radioactive fuel from the 
standard checks conducted at the two lov-level 
waste sites. Merrifield said.  

If it is verified that the rods went to Hanford. thev 
would not be immediately dug -. 'p oe&ause of the 
risk to those excavating them. NRC and state 
officials said. Plus the rods likely would be buried 
deep. making exposure risk slight, they said.  

If this scenario materializes, studies would be 
needed to determine the next move, Erickson 
said.  

Meanwhile, the NRC would have to figure out the 
circumstances of how the fuel was lost before 
deciding if any fines or increased scrutiny are 
called for. NRC officials said



In 1999. Northeast Nuclear pleaded guilty In 
federal court to willful pollution and falsifying 
training records -- resulting in a S10 million fine.  

Back to top storie,.  

Copý right 2001 Tri-CitN Herald. All rights reser~ed.  
Thk material maN not be published, broadcast.  
rev.ritten or redistributed.
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Watchdog- group has scenario for rnissin2 fulC rods 

X% atrford The mi Inii ~penit n uclear the! Rnd, at the aloed NI II t te I nucleair p a i ma, 
ha\ e been mistaken tot tube, Li~ed to monitror rcan or actvttity. cut ino piece, and Nhipped Ina 
container to a loiý le\el rilit\ e l \\~C dUmp. atorin the U'nion tCocrndS 

T1 I he irea In I/ at I ,'n I TI Ito r a CtIt\ itI at the nation 11* nuclear plant, And ha, been cutvW,.A \It> 
NUj:ear P.,\\er Station , AIlure- to keep tr~A~ kof the W~e] rid, 

A\ NpOL-eX\\man tor Northca~t L- tilitieN confirmned thait the 'ccnrti~i Je-,erihed h the ["m ni iI 
(ilikeinTled S clntviNt I' 0Mnc o an' that iV hi-lokdAt AN part Mtan internl TIi c; a 
lilt the iipt, e fuel rod,. The 'poke,"\ oman. Dehiiiah Beaiuchamrp. 'aid ifltei\ \\ \ 

~uinand tinimer MijlioinI emnpho\ew hecan rnin JA)- ago She -adJ it "a,~ tarh 
A o. 11 %L h t hajd FenIed to the tueL' 1,11 

-nh ,n iis ore lw' hkeI% AMi AMi Vii a Iltit~heI t ' N nariiN t
i' atel 

C.'i~e~:eI~l.\eaatI that lI 1ie mInt i 

II I rI1 12 

11.mat neii lI I-e I II L'tU IFj ii 
I P R) It. ei f'.. k 'Ine i I t IN- a KIuI the affle I le dan d1 xh Jý A, Atik 

a -~' eJ tntucir the dr\, tubeN Into the reaj:or to ha 
Vt tit CC \'Ce1 1here are inore than Withe doi en of the tubeN in the reactor and the,\ haav 

he repkLI: e e' e C\ dal \NeAr., heý ýaJIJ 

D~amaged and xv iwn (m~t di t tubes are Ntored in the plant % w ate ý,torage pool to al lov. themnIn, 
rad t~ti e~cool hefore dli~po'ýi) L'NinL rernotel\ -operated equipment. the, are chopped up tnt 

m\ o- and three-fh'o ' ec tion, under the ,% atre and placed in disposal canisters for shipmen~ft to a 
lo\\-le\eI radi iacli~e \\a~te dump.
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Nuclear fuel rods still missing after further searching 
Spots in storage pool most likely to contain rods airead\ examined 

B), Paul Ch.tinicrL_ - MIr .  
Published on 2./_2,'.•11 

Waterford - The odds are increasinE that officials at Millstone Nuclear Power Station may never be able 
to account for to spen- nu_:c-r fuel rods first discovered rmissing in November following an audit of the 
spent fuel storage pool.  

Robert V. Fairbank. project team manager for the missing fuel investigation, said personnel recently 
completed searching those sections of the Millstone 1 spent fuel storage pool considered most likely to 
contain the fuel rods. The search of those areas. accounting for about 20 percent of the pool. turned up 
nothing.  

"We had everyv expectation that those efforts would result in us finding those rods. but unfortunatel\ that 
wasn't the case." Fairbank said.  

The update on the missing fuel rod situation was provided to the Millstone 1 Decommissioning Advisor\ 
Committee during a meeting Thursdav night held at the station's training center. Only a few members of 
the general public attended the meeting.  

Plant personnel are now digging in for an exteni\e Nearth that could drag into the summer, extending pa,.x 
the April 1 date when Dominion Resource, Inc. is scheduled to finalize its S1.3 billion purchase of 
Milltone from Northeast L'tlitieý. Frank Rothen. % ice pre,,ident of decommissioning activities at the 
closed .I111,,tone i pl ,a'. ,wd the 1nctestIun tedm ,o'_uld remain in place after Dominion takes control.  

Fairbank ,,aid the n ,.c\: cr9 .eekL- ,, wý be Npent planning ho,, to search the other 80 percent of:ce -he 

!el poool. \e con, wk here the hi2h\ radioa."• L nuw,:1ear , aste :, packed more tightlv tocether and w he:e 
there ar2 faw er noo ) and crnn» x,:here ict fue. rod- aouie ha e been lnsered. The cormpn,n\ ,, 
exannnnc :.,,ou,,a, an' to ..ando : ,r~ r,., br - cc o w K: L encd to the two errn" rd

Aiso in attendance aLt Thnurda,.\ mcnc were repreýentatieN ko the Nuclear Regulator\ CommiNsion 
i Odd J.Jakun i hei.th ih" "-o't , i-te NRC. .aid thei ,.\2 ...... has conf-irmed that this 1> the fir': tu:-e 
in the hi\Eor\ of the nucjear indu,,,tv thK :-,en: nuclear fuel ha> not been accounted for.  

Michael T. Masnik. chief of the decommiss:oning section of the NRC's Division of Licensing Project 
Management. said the case is being viewed with great seriousness by the federal regulatory agency. Fatlure 
to account of nuclear fuel is a violation of federal regulations. but Masnik refused to speculate what action 
the agency may ultimately take. At this point it will continue to monitor NU's investigation.  

Joseph Coleman, an East Lyme resident and member of the advisory committee, said it appears ever more 
likely the fuel rods will never be located. If the fuel rods are not found in the pool there will be no other 
options to pursue, he said.  

"It seem, to me that at that point there's not much more you can do. except run up the flag and sa,. We 
lost them; " Coleman said.



sto~red n a NpeTiai mn'ner an c c-Ler o: th, r C) - p ':csoc .  

Masnik said there is no reason to believe the fuel rods pose a threat to public safetv. NU officai, ha, e , a: 
the two fuel rods might have either been moved to a different location in the spent fuel storage pool and 
the change not properly recorded, or they could have been accidentally shipped off site to low-level 
radioactive waste dumps in either South Carolina or the state of Washington. In either case, say companv 
officials, they,, would be safelv contained.  

Legally. there is no place to take spent nuclear fuel in this countr. Shipping the two fuel rods. accidentall; 
or not. would have been a violation of federal regulations. Masnik said if it is determined the fuel rods 
were shipped. the NRC will then have to determine Jf it is better to retrieve them or leave them be.  

A records review discovered the problem of the misplaced rods and an internal Millstone report was filed 
Nov. 16. Mav 1979 engineering notes refer to the two fuel rods - 13-feet. 2-inches long and a half-inch ir 
diameter - as being stored in a special container in the northwest comer of the pool. An April 1980 repor.  
confirmed that location. But a September 1980 inventory of the spent fuel pool makes no mention of the 
fuel rod,, first removed during an inspection of possible fuel rod damage in 1972.  

A special crane and remote cameras are being used to conduct the storage pool search.  

The NRC officials said they do not expect the incident to hold up the sale to Dominion and NU executives 
have promised to take full responsibility for the cost of finding them and an% liability that may result.  

I G, h- t 
%ý %k w.The]Da•,corn,: Easter--n Connecticut > .Ne%ý , Source
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A Sheepish Hunt for Missing Fuel Rods 
B, DAVID M. HERSZENHORN

W ATERFORD. Conn.. Jan. 6 - If they could enlist the public in their high-pressure search. otficlals at the hu:e Milltone nuclear power plant here 
would be forced to post a sign saying something like this: "Lost: tvNo spent nuclear fuel 
rods, 12 feet long and slender as a pinkie finger. Last seen in April 1980. Highlv 
radioactive. May have been mistakenly shipped to South Carolina or 'Washington.  
Reward." 

It ma% sound like a scene from "The Simpsons." but Millstone's predicament is quite 
real and. federal regulators say. unprecedented in the nation's highly regulated atomic 
energy industr,. While there is virtually no risk to the public -- wherever they are. the 
rods are almost certainly stored safely. officials sa` - their misplacement has both 
alarmed people who li\e near Millstone and highly embarrassed the plant's operators.  

The episode is the latest black eye for Millstone. wkhich is about to be sold and has 
been trN ing to reburld its reputation after garnering one of the wk orst safety records of 
an, nuclear pos er plan•, in the countr". In in the mid- 1990". all three of the reactors at 
Nlillstone %,ere clo~ed for safert violationm,. units 2 and . ha,.e since reopened.  
Officiai- decided Li >' not cos• eftIc,.ti,. to reopen Millstone I. And in 1999. the 
nucer c .ub':.ed:,-, 1: N rtheasi Ltiti ie,,. which oh n , N MIllstone,. pleaded guIltI to 23 tederul tc•' c .. . J!: A ...cJ .rc .r ' 0 ' 

,irk "h,: -. d : : . .. ' .. ... ith a'] the 
U h Lt a ' .n:. '-1e ' ",:. n: Z - e n :. \ e sran drn>o,'-er an .  

\\~ctodT'wvý, Hý. c T-.r 'x ''.nvLK' ~u the% rea::7cd bc 
L' 1 

C h.ari ed, dl-1s,0 71 :c, :, em'u: c-11::ui -11\ too well. At the heuen
1he of 1 e :'7 e .. oh7-1 . h i ,, : ro0 Q, ci e, il , omeAn nere in the planos spent a ue: 

pool or that the\ hid mistaken]\ been shipped to an out-of-state disposal center.  
"Were not at ail T,. ued that it happened". said the decommissioning officer to , 
Millstone I. Frank Rothen. "The feelng is that the only two places it could be." 

While a mistaken shipment of spent fuel would constitute a violation of federal 
reCgulations. neither scenario Would present an-v danger to the public, regulatory 
officials said. Still, the exrianation, ),kere met with anger and derision from local 
residentsat %hho ha3 c long been suspicious of Millstone because of its checkered past.  
"earbe thea re in the tohan dump," one heckler at the meeting called out. "Or on the 
Little Leagedueetel
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to make plutonium. Perhaps the rods v, cere sto(en bv tterinm ona terror a l 0: 
domestic militia members. Or maybe it was a political plot. an effort to d1>re.o.  
Northeast Utilities just as it is preparing to sell Millstone to Dominion Resources. a 
Virginia energy company.  

But even some of Millstone's staunchest opponents concede that there is .irtuallv no 
wav the rod< Lxould hate left the plant in anything but a properly protected shipping 
cask wkithout setting oft numerous alarms,. "Superman. maybe." said Pete Revnold.,. a 
former Millstone empoyee v, ho v, orked on the refueling floor and said he was fired in 
1994 after reporting safety violation.,. "These are not made out of kryptonite. He's the 
only one I know of that could have walked away as ith it." 

Mr. Reynolds added. "Anybodyv with anm common sense that knosss anythine at all 
about nuclear poNser. the, are just laughing.' 

The federal Nuclear Rezulatorv Commission. hove, eer. did not seem amused.  
"Obviou,,lv we are concerned that they are not able to trace swhere these rods are." said 
Diane Screnci. an agencv spokeswkoman. "We are maintaining close contact to sta, up 
on the status of thi' investigation.  

Official, dlcoered that the tsso rode, ,ssere missinz in Nos ember during a routine 
ins entors, conducted as part of the effort to decommsi•,ý,on the plants original reactor.  
Millstone 1. per-mancntl,. Milltone documen:r List account for the rods in April 19SO.  
listine. tneo: ,caiion :n a container in the plant,' spent fuel pool- But as o1 September 
1 9S0. plant, record, no !mncer accoun-ted for them 

La,,, month. ot->. c:.rreJ out arli,:a. .cat of tie pa I. more than 90(.) 'u:i'
'LJ [O h,, ,:- V, -:::2r ( i J eep." ... hcr ... ta,.......... -d, .Jfe r,.cn anc o':h.- :-adioac::xe carnaec 

arc acb:, are k•' i>:?O " mm.:•:r nc.;: ,. K.• rJ( bu, i:,. m:-os ca~ted rue: 
,.. B ::c'. - .: J. 2,: " - 1 - , 

Ore¢ rea',?" •,::\ •:'c ..... L:.. , * ,'' .: -:. 'C.•, \ ~e"'m''., s', .: n, cn.eD~ • t2.: •

,tr:: a,.:.i} ke>:1: 

Thne Genera. Liacitr>. t 'nmcs} s :.. .r. ::nanuluc~arec the rods. ,,ad, remos ed then from 
the hundle in V•- to make,•,. .... repam, ... in the process., one '.s as damaeed• and the 

.:q~~c: 'r " - ... te bur-die. Instead. "he ss_..: -creie :: ere stored in a container and 

pat :nto th.e .re~nfcl rae , !. s,,w' Peter ___ d. aNilstone spokesman.  

A team of experts from G.E.s, nuclear di,,ision are noss in Waterford to assist 
Millstone with a more thorough search of the spent fuel pool. Millstone officials, who 
stressed that whatever mistake that was made occurred two decades ago, said they' are 
also searching through hundreds of thousands of pages of old records to figure out 
what happened.  

If the rods are not in the pool. one possibility is that they. ss'ere mistaken for long 
tubelike radiouctis.itv~ monitors that plant employees use and often dispose of in the 
,,pent tuei pool. Discarded monitors, are often cut up and shipped off with other



lin,. und NhI~p[eJ ;n u >pec~i ca}t b±oth oi m, 7 £,27 F'o .4J \Y '>! •c.h ..... <._: 

the dump Nites, the ,sasie iS buried in accordance {s edcr.ll 

On the streets of Waterford and neighboringi Niantic. those who knew about the 
missing rods seemed more disappointed than scared. "The fact that there was an error 
is ridiculous." said Deborah Cohen, a tile artist, standing outside a local supermarket.  
"This shouldn't happen in a nuclear po,. er plant ever." 

At the public hce.aring. Ellen Lazero', asked if MIilIStone offlcials "behind closed doors' 
had ever looked at each other. uttered an expletixe and ,,ondered. "What's the 
worst-case scenario. Lacr-r Iempl-. the gneral manager of Millstone 1. pondered the 
question for a couple of seconds before repN ing. "I ,%ould have to sav. ves." 

Copvri~ht 2001 The New York Times Company



Missing fuel rods no risk to public. NU officials say 
Audience skeptical at meeting on decommissioning 

B,, Paiul Cno..,:nlrc - Arn,, .\ Idc, 

PubhsiheJ on "20 1 

WVaterford - Otficial, invol ed with the decomnmussioning ot the closed Millstone 1 nuclear plant tried to 
reassure an often-sIkepica! audience Thursday that the faillire to account for tývo misplaced radioactie fuel 
rods poses no threat to public 5,afet\ 

A discussion about the fuel rods dominated the meeting of the Millstone I DecommissioninE Ad'isor% 
Committee. The group's meetings are usually sparsely attended. but Thursday's session attracted about 50 
people who squeezed into a basement meeting room in Town Hall.  

After listening to repeated assurances from .Millstone officials that there is no public safety threat. advisor\ 
panel member Geri Winslo`, of Waterford said -,he had heard enough.  

"I don't know hoey \ou can keep saying there is no danger since you don't %khere the\ are. The danger to 
public safety ma\ be remote. but there has to be some." Winslow said.  

The official, iný,isted. hov, ever. that thev are sure the high-le\el radioactive \vaste material is some;v heri 
safe. the\ are .u, not ,ure ,; here.  

Br\an Ford. %% ho is, dJrecor ol decomrnJ,>onic at Millstone 1. said the tmso fuel rods might have bee:
moved to a different iocon in the ý.pen: tuel storage pool and the change not properly recorded. Or the;, 
would ha, e >c ,, o ... ,hppid ott ,e to Jo;, Icevel radioactive waste dumps in either South 

C the ,a:c' ,i ",.,n:,, I:: ,:er case. Fo d :d. -e;, aould be safel% contained. Ford '. AO.N
tor Eh:er c,:K\ r.; (O: ,.'---:, ,::.o• hired \' N,,e..ci t tiittes to decommission and d -na:-.i7 

. , - - . .: :o ... . :eeL r .- _ ud be. Ford . :d It ,-1 .the tue r, 
bev2 O\c, 2 ; j -opc: -r ... 2.. .er numerous air.. vould have s-,ounded. he ..,d An :.erc 

i- no () a:e the cam -e.- au1.1 C, e 2,.,e e Icept to a L .nsed dtsposal site.  

The .eo.li.tone-o;% Per Northeast Utditie> iý, that. lecal>,. there s no place to take spent nuciear 
iuei. ;-. 2 ULý. 11 r- :ue. rod> a.cl a i rt alv or no. o .,5,ad ha ý men a , of tederal rej uia:v:o ..  

A Milllone asses.sment team concluded the probability that the fuel rods are in the storage pool is equal to.  
and perhaps slightly greater than. the probability that they were shipped.  

A records review discovered the problem of the misplaced rods and an internal Millstone report was filed 
Nov. 16. Mav 1979 engineering notes refer to the two fuel rods - 12 feet long and the thickness of a 
man's finger - as being stored in a special container in the northwest corner of the pool. An April 1980 
report confirmed th at location. But a September 1980 inventory of the spent fuel pool makes no mention ot 
the tuel tod, s-,t removed during an inspection of possible fuel rod damage in 197/2.  

1nspections of the storage pool using remote cameras have turned up nothing. On Saturda%. Millstone 
worker', assisted b% General Electric personnel. %; ill begin lifting fuel assemblies out of their storage rack, 

0I!5 , -



month,. Naid Frank Rothen. t -,, presdent o0 nu.CJ ?'.,c', 

decomrnmisioning b\ Entergy.  

At the same time. Ford said. tens of thousand., of documents are beinc reviewed to see if an% refer to he 

to fuel rods.  

"'We feel like the ans,,er is in there >omewkhere. in the paper trail." said Lar-r Temple. general manaecr o: 

decommýior,.: and an Enterav emplou 

Rothen refu'sed to speculate wX heher- the rs't . elr, '' blem could delay the transfer of. llkoi

ownership to Dominion -'l that i upposed to be finalized in April. To break up the NU 

monopoly and encourage competition in the electric pow er industry. ,illstone station and its tMo 

operating reactors were offered for sale at auction. Entergy bid S 1.3 billion.  

Bob Blodgett. a Waterford resident. said Milistone may be operating w.,ell now, but has a history of 

slipshod operations.  

'How. can we ,a, alarm, didn't go off and were ignored" asked Blodzett. "You Euvs have inherited a fo.  
of deceit and mistrust that were associated %k ith that plant." 

Nanc\ Burton. autorne% for the Connecticut Coalition Acaint .Millstone. called the mix up over the "uez 

rod\, 'a betra\ a! of the public tru,,t.  

But Ronaid N.,icKeevr. Wr•ctor of the n.oup Friend, ot a Safc N.iltone. -ad tm: w, hile the m,,pa,'J 
rod,- i\ not (oo0d new ,. the company , openna'-, about it .  

i ""•7 iL 'r '10 XI 0,• 
' h-nc',. Ic deKz c-,• , Nf :.Kunit e Kh.:. , c. t" ,, " ,., Or",', ... ..*2. :e,,t tu ,nrobleql, m an~d protect:n•: Iu' 

'e'J*\V:.e r ~ :. ',<.,a ,",- , adhCerenc to ,,a:te\ anc sense o: 

w Tp eD - :>,i" o , ; -' b . ' , \i ,2:T . ,, 4{.• ito



Public invited to quiz Millstone officials about missing fuel rods,, 
Aeelin j Thursdav will delve into the incident 

Bx P~tul Choinier, - N-, .  
Published on 13/','2Wt] 

Waterford - The public ',, ,i! ha,.e its first chance :o ask questions about the missinz fuel rods at the 
Millstone I nuclear pi!ut, ,,r.•. - ,! Clzenf, ad isor, committee ,mseets Thursday at Tow n Hall here.  

Pearl Rathbun of Niantic. co-chair of the M"1idstone I Decommissioninz Advisory Comrmttee. said plan, 
personnel ,., ill provide the committee an update on efforts to locate the two fuel rods. The meeting beg*in, 
at 7 p.m. There will be an opportuntit for the public to ask questions and make comments, she said.  

During an inventory in November of the spent nuclear fuel stored at the Millstone 1 plant it w. as discove-ed 
that the tvo fuel rods could not be accounted for. According to Northeast Utilities. the high-level nuclar
waste ma, ha'.e been accidentallx shipped to a los,-level radioactive vsaste facility in Washington or North 
Carolina. It also may still be in the storage pool. but not in the location where it w.,as supposed to be 

Not seen as a public threat 

Spent nuclear fuel I,. considered high-level radioactive ,kaste and its disposal at a lows-level facilit! vsou;! 
be a federal sjoltion. the cornpan has conceded. NL has said the missing spent fuel does not pose , 
public health threa: 

IMillstone ! not "reoeJ ,'nce I Y95. The .pen: '_,c, ,ka> :i,,entoried in preparation for the Se of 
.Millstone.\,,,... Poss er Stat:on to Domin:o,' Ener-', In Ari the Virginma urility is expected to tadk,.  ovsner~h'n \I: _". '*l~ re, ~t .... 'K,... v ... c,-. , -, l:. , "', , operu~;n• ."eactor\.  

The , penrt tuL ", " ' :a' . n'Z ' " 'A . fin - b n' 

fulI rod,, s , : - t,.- , & . T- c -,. r t55o fL 0 no,,rr s',,n rod, v, ,erc 'en, 
o- . . . ý .. ... ,- , . . , retcrs., -tue. r' etn stored M, the po,,., : 

.:- -''" C ::.,r. . , .:.c... '- 5 : I , : -'n :.no ::- io ot tC) , c ts , rod_.  

..... : "..-:... , ,,.., -,." , reoie camers are ncox drolne L.  "C\hlutc,.: -'ar._ "t -:. .. .'> .. tXe P:, U U,-raj!oactie nuclear ',kaste is stored.  

Generi E~e..: .. ... . : :-- . .'.r ' - .: nd te teL. i,, assisting in the operation.  

The 12-member nucicar adv;isOrv comm7tee ,55,s appointed bv the state's Nuclear Energy Advisor'
Council to monitor the progress of dismantling the closed nuclear plant. Until the news of the missing 
spent fuel surfaced, the decommissioning had proceeded without incident.  

Like most people who heard the news. Rathbun said she was surprised to leam two fuel rods could not be 
accounted for.  

""Iv reac.rr.'A-, - I' he, rc I "-foot long and set-\ radioactive, aren't thev a little hard to misplace' " .,,e 
said. a

,'. 'r) 2'" ', : , .



Activists: Missing rods reason for NRC review 

B'. Paui Ch. :ner' \I -r. -\r2•. .  

PubN hed on 1,2,3 21W 

IVaterford - The Nuclear Regulator' Commission n',ants to take a close. look at v hether the 
misplacem.n: .. '.', o spent fuel rods at the Nitone ! nuclear plant raises doubtS about the ab00%'. of '•.  
company to safei, hanJe,-! more ',pent fuel at it' Nillstont reactor.  

On No\. 28 Northeast Utilities receimed approsal of a license amendment that allo,.s it to increase thn 
amount of spent fuel in the Nlilktone 3 storage pool from 756 assemblies to 1.860 a.ssemblies. Euch 
assernblv has 264 spent fuel rods. The company needs the additional capacity to handle the spent fue the 
plant will produce from now until it> license expires in 2025.  

Antk-nudear aCtiinit, had attempted to block the license amendment, contending that the addition o! .- ;c 
spent fuel ,.ouad :ncrcaje the chance of a nuclear accident. particularly if mistakes are made in the v, ,. : 
,spent fuel rodL are organized in the storage pool 

On Oct. 26 the best hope for stopping the amendment appeared to pass n. hen the Atomic Satety and 
Licensing Board denied the request for a full-fledged evidentiar, hearing. The board ruled that N,:in,•,n 
operator, haWe demnn,trated the Wbiln'• to ,ately handle the increased fuel storage.  

But gcie:. thL- nc'. :7n:,, t .n that 1',,. ,per:c fuel rod,, ,.' ere misplaced at the clo,,ed Nliilltone I puan, I,: 
Co.nn•..." anj Long l,.l-n, (Ida& " '•l:,, i.Agn-t .gnli'stonc are asking that the matter be reopened. Trhu 
fi. e-nme.-b." \ ,,:r RV.Z la,'r\ Com.rn,,:on ha'. ordered the licensing board to consider the reque'., 
reop:.n T .-. - n .. no•n-. to,:- V .,-- :d ",RC 'tat-'' , file re,,ponse, to the coali,:on,. mn:':. p, 

Jan S,.  

NRC C:a:>:R.:.:-7 A \:I wwoum .jq Z 10'. '2': 'aw:'. 'Unolnjn: 02 =":n 

Thrc l...:r anqi: :. ... .:: n .-n_,. . h... : !p1 v..v.oe Nl.. r• . ' 

' -.T i re. 1 u ::. .t n 10 WM .. '--.r ",,::> ,."..u•... M, e ..•:a: :>.' r and to W. le.. < ,e', :o Trc', er.' 
n..aent' frrm .•_.•r"' r. i-, Inc _itcrt'_ '' 

Na.nc' Knuror. the a'o:me, representing the coalitons. said if §:en the chance, her clienta could nuke 
ver\ good case that the misplacement of hfghl, radmoacuve fuel rods show.s that plant operators are no: 
prepared to safely handle a larger amount of fuel .torage at Ni>;sone 3.  

Pete Hyde. a company spokesman. said it 'would fully comply with any orders issued by the NRC. He said 
the plans at Millstone 3 and the issue of the missing fuel rods at Millstone 1, a problem dating back 20 
"years or more. are totally unrelated 

One of three re,:,,r', at Millstone station. \iill'-tone I last operated in 1995 and has been pemiancnti\ h-," 
do'.vn. N.ill',tone 2 and 3 are full\ operational.  

V ',rker- au! Nlill'.one 1 are t,-, ,n_ to locate the t. .o fue rod's in the spent fuel storage pool at the plan-.



rx2l;Q';o: \k Kz,•: jU2,'P: 1.n 'o fl C:.zro>:n .'- \,\ u,5'.:.2 :,: '2 ::. : :. :• : .... ' '.."-"-;.. .  

supposed to be a &:,co ered during an in ento'o : nuc.Car ,, u<e "i:- T!, : 

,x aý conducted in preparation for tranaferring ,illstone ov, nrzhlp to Do-nimon Enerý., ot \ir,1 :.: 

Spent fuel is considered high-level radioactive waste and t\ disposal at a bo. -le,,e! facilit\ would bN 
federal violation.  

The spent fuel rodo, arc about a dozen feet long Lnd the %k idth of a man*s finger. In 1972 an as,,embl% v, J, 
examined for potenial nage in the process. the i~ o now-mlsNing fuel rods ,%v.rc bent and "°LJ nV0 
be used. A document dadt:: Apr:= i0. Q refer, to the luci. but in a buoy. -up in-, entor- conducted :r 
September , there is no mention o; -v. o ro.  

<G.,, Be Crx 
ww~k TheDav.com, Eastem Connecticut', Ne'.' Sour~c-
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Looking For Pins In A Hot 
Haystack 

By CHRISTOPHER KEATING 
The Hartford Courant 
December 20, 2000 

It's not like misplacing a pair of gloves.  

Those could be stuffed into a pocket, 
perched on a dresser, kicked under the 
car seat - maybe left at the supermarket.  

But how do you lose track of two 1 2-foot 
nuclear fuel pins ttt a if anybody trec to 
walk away wlhu them - would deafen the 
thief with alarms nefore ne cropoed dead 
o massve radiaicr) 

A - .c-gý:. , e re.; a3-e -: sure 4ov 
r- a:: :e-e e, :Satt-enow c csec 
M s:z-e' -_cea - e"a-: eameo as' 

t aca-e:',.ecoro-kee:- n 
e-__r 2,- e a- as as et te-r unaos,e 

12 23ae tv, - • a:ý -ac~tve r-.

the best mike 

Read M,,e 
SSLI/NES5 
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Connecticut s 
future.  
Car'nect c"ut 2t3.  

Learr more azoc& 
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ý';:ia rý Z eýý_et - -e ý_ - are e< e,e-s *, ýg 
sate y ,,, -c ! 40.D :tr'e-s - a 
45-f=oo-ceep s ,ocac-c: a*e rJscuea
co,"-ex ,,'vVame c-=c cr ,-,,e-e safety 
snc-ec ccc a nuocea- ;cachy .7 Ca iforn a, 

A e-~.e e"hey ae. ;,-, re scertan theyre 
safe,z3 -: Peter Hyde. a Millstone 
spokesman. "They would not have gotten 
off this site without setting off every 
monitor around." 

Nuclear regulatory authorities agreed 
there was no danger to the public.  

But Nancy Burton, an attorney for the 
Connecticut Coalition Against Millstone.  
said the revelation of the missing pins is "absolutely mind-boggling" because of 
the nigh level of radioactivity.

I, 05

. e a ; -, _- n :,,, "
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roos tnat nave to be .soiateo f'cm tre 
public for 100.000 years." Burton sa o.  
"Thats orobably a conservative number.  
If tney just found out, they weren't do;ng 
their job for 20 years." 

The pins - whose uranium dioxide has 
oeen depleted, but remain highly 
radioactive - are among tens of 
"thousands that have fueled the plant.  
About the width of an adults pinky finger, 
they holc enricned uranium pellets in tne 
same wa, a pencil holds jeac. Hyde sa b.  

They were not known to be unaccounted 
for until an inventory was taken for 
Dominion Resources Inc. of Virginia, 
which is buying the three-reactor 
Millstone complex from NU for S.3 
billion.  

The missing pins are the latest 
embarrassment for a nuclear complex 
that once was held up as a moael for 
safe operation, but in later years was 
tainted by scanda!, unsafe operation ar-d 
record penalties.  

NU Dieaded gui!:' :n fecera' cour, las: 
yea, to felony criminal counts 4or its 
act;ons at M ilstone ano agreed ec ;pay a 
reczor S10 Minin' ir penaltes fo3 njciea
sa~e* anc env 3-,-en7a1 vioa: ors. The 
c. m,c eaoez.•2; 

• 2:- :-e~ue-aC~e2 ',',a~e A--aR
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Ernest C. Hadley, an atorney for 
Milistone whistleblower George Galatis.  
said Tuesday that he was not surprised 
that pins are unaccounted for.  

"It's entirely consistent with the way 
they've always done business there," 
Hadley said. "The lack of accountability is 
alarming. They aint making chocoiates 
ove- there. Why their ;!cense was nor 
revokes a ý ' tnme aoo is beyono me.  

Bu, one of the company's chief crtics.  
whistieblower Paul Blanch. said he sees 
no connection between the missing pins 
and the later problems that culminated 
with the shutdown of all three Millstone 
plants in 1996.

When NU unknowingly lost track of the 
pins in 1980. NU had a different 
management team and was known as a 
leader in the industry for safe operation.  
he said.  

"Up until the mjd-'80s, Millstone was 
operated proper!y.' Biancn sai. "Thns 
was an hon es:, me:stake. I cefin::e,, doo: 
see tne connection [w'tn ohe, -3oDems 
a: M.;:st:nel IIt s not tnee.  

* :-~s t..e o4 ,, e-., seems ra-e S 
Tn' N.ýc~ea' P -as 
e v'e s ee .a s• a cs a "• 

S-ee'a - --C s c,.ea'a- . A 

"as s opzcy ,ey s 

"Tne NRC nas n:ý .a.,,e-e ao: o aoýa; .  
NU, and S-ee-ar san. 1, is premature to 
say wretner any nries mihne rposea.  

The NRC, the comoany and Blanch all 
say there is no reason to believe that the 
radioactive material might be in an 
unsafe spot or that anyone in the general 
public is in any canger.  

In the meantime. a team is worKing 

overtme to try to iocate the p~ns.  

We are going to search every souare



,r3- .nee v mo.7-. .-- e -a 
the M'ihstone spokesman.  

"If they did leave the site, they definitely 
left in a shielded, lead-and-steel cask to 
protect the public health and safety. They 
were not supposed to be shipped. but if 
they were, they were sent in a safe way.

The tale begins in 1972, when a 
condenser leaked and saltwater from 
Long isanra Sound -:t ins'ie tne 
p're-water reactor vessel. Genera: 
Eiectric, which built Millstone 1, was 
called in to rebuild the fuel bundies, ano 
the workers disassembled the fuel 
equipment.  

During that process, two fuel pins 
became bent, according to NU's report to 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  
Those two bent pins, containing burned 
uranium, were then placed in the storage 
pool. and company records show that 
they remained in the pool until early 
1980.  

But the records from September 1980 
show that the pins. whose exterior skin is 
mace of zirconium and aluminum alloys.  
were no longer on the speciai 'map" that 
s~'A*s the locaton of the p~ns in the ioo!.  

c. o'e seerec 13 n., ce unt,ý iast monrr 
A,,e' workers for EntercV Inc.. tne 

"ss Cr , co -''aCo1r. vere 
a- ;re, acace c:' 

, e .szsc,tes o'- GE ",;-c ea, ~~c, sa : a tlP'' 

,,Le'\ CA T eso,, ig-, thra there ;s n.7 

easo r, Io b e -e 'e s ,,v., u;d nave 
:'ee' sni2Deo DacK to GE. whncn 

-a j-:i,•r 1 hem 

"We piaced thcse in storage for 
Nor`neast Utilities, and that was the end 
oY our job." Redd'ng said from California.  
"We don't own them. They own them, 
and would have the responsibility for 
disposing of them." 

Hyde rejected the suggestion that the 
missing pins might indicate that Millstone 
1 was operated in a sloppy fashion 20 
years ago.  

"I* wasn't lax in the 1980s, but the 
safeguards of today weren't in place



rezord-keeping ris extreme y cearn&: 2 

At NUs other nuclear power plants 
Mijlstone 2 and 3, and the now closed 
Connecticut Yankee plant in Haddam 
Neck - all pins have been accounted for.  
officials said.  

Now Millstone workers have their fingers 
crossed that they wil' solve the mystery.  

"Time v,-ý te". Hyie sa:d "We re Just 
going to keep looking." 

Coovngit •2. 2000 Myway Ccp 
Potions ' 2003 ctnow .cor" 

All rinIs rese'veo

v 2 ! wcrb6



If your gifts glow, call NU
Published on 12/20 •,2000 

If you wake up Christmas morning and find two 12-foot-long rods hanging out of your Christmas stocking.  
call the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Speed-dial that telephone if poles set off a Geiger counter, or 
glow brighter than the lights on y'our tree. And consider changing ,our behavior. for Santa might have left 
a gift more spitef-: and certainlv more creatt`e than coal: the items could be the spent-fuel rods missing 
from Northeast Utilities" M-iistone Unit i.  

Humor aside. the los of the rods is an extremely serious event. Most officials say that no nuclear plan: ir 
the country has ever lost one spent-fuel rod. let alone twvo. NU mana2ers are understandably worried. and 
are determined to find the rods and figure out how they got lost in the first place.  

Because the movement of nuclear waste in the plants is recorded. Millstone knows the rods wsere in the 
spent-fuel pool of Unit 3 between 1972 and 1980. But then references to the rods disappeared from the 
records. Emplo\ees may. have erroneously shipped the rods off the property with other nuclear waste, or 
the rods may still be in the plant. maddeningly concealed among the 150.000 fuel rods in the spent-fuel 
pool.  

Workers, disco~ered that the spent-fuel rods ,,,,ere gone ,ahile preparing an inventory of the plant prior to 
the sale of the units to Dominion Energv of Virginia. NU management wants to account for the fuel rod> 
before gi\ ing Dominion the kev , to the front doors in April.  

It's not iair. rea!uf . Tht, i, no! the NLI!stone that once %ý as the poster child for all that could go wkronc at a 
nuclear p.un J.. 1 , L;rr J \e f! er, uC0. Nline mude the coxer o. Time Magazine for the ham-handed 
%k a the piac: sla, ruI Ce.10n,, are Jifteren: nok ,,,ost 1, due, to the leadership of Leo O ivier. senior 
,.ice pre, ider. und ,.oac: ;"1 CuC-, 0,:0r urC d Brare -Ken` on. pfa- dent of generation.  

The uni,. arc ver, rrt.:: ... ,.r2: 'ettcr tu2 . a' t!Pme : their h sor\. The, are prod uirng p,, er -.: 
a bo~tom-,.,emen: .,'. c: cent :cr k: ,,' .t: ho..: Tu' c,,parube to elec'ricitt from new. :u.-:r.  

turbines, Errpio\ m.rule 'c ui> _ e n.•.c. eV >e cc once n are down. .iNltltone 3 ha, run ;o:r 
r-cord of mrk, e than 5 d, Ju. ur,,\l .dsorc 2 ha1 seen operaune for more than 200 davs,.  

Things are god d art,:' ,,a. eu4rreJ thright to be proud of the plants' performance The1 'v2 
wkorked -,o h'ar ... ,. a- ' .,-. %nke. w re fo •i :. . g fr such a loqng period of time.  

The last thing the compan. needs i, a ',; :: from :he ghosts of mishaps past. Yet. until the fuel rods are 
accounted for. this incident ,kill add a smnu_.-•e to the record, even if the rods weren't lost on the watch .f 

present managers. a 

4 Go Back 
www.TheDav.com: Eastern Connecticut's NeA s Source
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Anti-Nuke Groups: Missing Fuel Rods Raise Serious Questions About 
Safety Procedures 
Bv Paul Chnicrc - Morc Arij.l.> 
Published on 12' 19.,'000 

Waterford - A coalition of anti-nuclear groups contends that the Atomic Safet\ and Licensing Board 
should reconsider its approval of plans b\ Mhllktone Nuclear Power Station to reorganize nuclear vaste 
storage racks at the Millstone 3 piant. i move needed to handle the nuclear waste the plant is generatinE.  

New revelations that operators ot the station's Millstone I unit cannot locate two spent fuel nuclear rod> 
raise serious questions about the ability of nuclear personnel to safelv handle more spent fuel at the 
Millstone 3 plant. claim the anti-nuclear activists.  

On Oct. 26. the licensing board rejected a request hb the Connecticut and Long Island Coalitions A.•ain\,: 
Millstone to hold a full-fledged hearing into the plans to alloa more storage capacit\ at Millstone 3.  

The coalitions and their attome> . Nancy Burton. said the case should be reopened and a hearing held 
because the problems at Millstone I is important neýv evidence.  

In it\ ruling the licen\,ing board ruled that Millstone-o``ner Northeast Utilities -has demonstrated that i: 
adhere to admini>trative controls. with adequate safet, margin and defense-in-depth. wýithout poý,,,nc -, 
undue or unnecesar\ risk to plant worker\ or the public." 

In her motion for a renearinr filedNlonda\. Burton N,aid" the accounts about Millstone I chance e\er\thin: 

'It is (our poition that. had the licen,,ing hoIrd been made awýare that NU is unable to account for tw,& 
hlghl\ r~d:oactue ,penT. ruei rod_, a, Ln; 1. it ý,,uld h'--e been unable to make such a indns and 1 , 
h be her :&> L : ,'] w rt L-mre , Ja!n 1ur\ hearine a,ý reauelted. state: tha mooion ty: 
renea-:-in 

.\lma~rtu::':,h ... .. - ,, -.. , '.h: ,.,. SN:- ::':c":e :-,x, a: N .'xii-:one dates hack to p' :,d•eure•, .-e. -, 

,,earN ae .- F'd n ra J ut:2 D, rolex'. • '.~ . \ '. t u" ;.qc •iC ear '.:or1 i.'- operated toda' .  

One of three reacyor, at, 1;!,li,'.D:,nc. n..',. ,\ - :.>: i auK operated n. 1995 and baN been r .- nunen ,.' , -' 
down. \:1 1 \<:)ne 2 and 3 are ::'. cra.  

Workers a3 Millstone I are trvý ins to locate the tw3o fuel rods in the spent fuel storage pool at the plant.  

They saN it is possible. however, that the fuel rods were accidentally shipped off site, most likely to 
low-level radiation waste dumps in South Carolina or Washington.  

Spent fuel is consider high-level radioactive waste and its disposal at a low-level facility would be a federal 
violation.  

It is possible. according to company officials. that the fuel rods ,were mistaken for detectors that are used ii: 
the reactor core. The detectors are similar in appearance to fuel rods and can be shipped to low.-level w ase 
facilities.



Dur i a n'.% ntor\ bein• doi e j- &d, at o . :' -,: \1 r a..
wa. disc>oered that two of the uranium-fillieu :uc rod,, .ould not be uc,.t, . ,e \,:cor.e 

There are 2.884 fuel assemblies in the pool, collectivel\ containing about 160.000 fuel rods. accordtne to 
records filed b\ Northeast Utilities xith the Nuclear Regulator Commission.  

The spent fuel rods, are about a dozen feet lonz and the width of a man>s finger. In 1972 an assemblv Wa, 

examined for potential damage and. in the process. the two now.-missing fuel rods were bent and could nrN 
be used. A document dainng to April 19S0 refers to the fuel. but in a follow-up inventorv conducted in 
September 1980. there is no mention of the twxo rod,.  

All the spent fuel stored at the Millstone 2 and 3 plant\, has been accounted for. Both plants are in 
operation. Dominion Energy of Virginia. which bid SI.3 billion to bu\ the Millstone plants is expected to 
take control of the station in April. NU was required to auction off the nuclear station as part of the state 
law deregulating the electric power generation industrv.  

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is awvaitino the outcome of NUs in\estization before determini,1nc 
what action to take. according to a spokesman. s 

<(w B4,:k 
w ww,.TheDa\ con: Eastern Connecticut's New s Source
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Millstone can't seem to find two spent fuel rods 
B\, Paul ChoinrerL - Marc .r:clc, 
Published on 12/,9 2000 

"Waterford - Operators at the closed .,illstone I nuclear plan: have misplaced two hi.hlv-radioactt, e 
fuel rods. Company nfficial' are expressing confidence the fuel rods, are being stored safe]%: thes, are .u-.  
not sure "where.  

Entergv Inc.. the company cleaning up the nuclear plan-, that last operated in 1995. discovered the proiDen 
when it was domng an inxentor of all the spent fuel produced by the plant during 25 \'ears of ser\ ice. 1 
could not account for the two fuel rods that were removed from the reactor back in 1972.  

The fuel rods could be in the plant's spent fuel storage pool. but not located yet. or they may have been 
transported to a General Electric facility in California. which manufactured them. according to compan..  
and federal officials. A more unlikely scenario. said the company. P, that the fuel rods were transported to 
radioacti\e vwaste dump.  

Joe Besade. a Waterford resident and member of the Connecticut Coalition Against Millsione. made leh: 
of the confusion.  

"Northeast Ltil]tie think, the dead],s spent 1;1el rod, are in a state beginning with 'C.' but not Colorado." 
Besade ":, 'So the, Te either , the East Coa-, or the \Vest Ca:,t. It a good thing NU ha, narro,,ed! 
dowý n 

Pete H. J .% ., "p,,.',:.. : th;k, , :c- - .. su 2 ,s , I:',: ,bie c, a Pa". problem In recor k: 
and it, not heoiev-'' , ,v t' - '_ :: - .;r :,, .  

"FThe "e I " . .. " .. r.o'. ...  

the ', d (,t .. :02:: 1: .' ,2 :-.J :. ': 1".! L " , ro.,> u2 croned tocether in bundles calc .  
I- :- -" n . : , , : . m, J.. asem bKed b, Genera] Electric. Duri "he ,-, c 

the t,,o e;' rod., in j'"- '"T e ':-L: L , at be U e 

Mlilstone offtcial, ,,, the:r re~cord, 1-- ,.c 'vo r., were put in a special storage box inside the plar:
spent fuel pool. wkhere all the nuclear- aste produced rb\ the reactor is stored. Records dated 1979 anc 
1980 show.v the box stored in the norn,.,.-e.,, corner of the >,pent fuel pool. It is not there now and record,, 
after 1980 do not refer to it at all.  

Since 1980 significant work has been done in the storage pool. with spent fuel assemblies moved around 
and into different racks as space in the pool began to get tighter.  

Due to the unique nature of the 'pc,, .. ! fuel rod box. Millstone operators do not consider it likely the fuel 
rods ,were shipped out aý, waste, but until the items are accounted for. thev can't rule it out. There is no 
national facilit\ for storing the fuel rods. classified as hich-level waste. It would have been a federal 
violation to take such material to a lo'.-le\ el radioactivxe w aste dump.



the ,ituation An NRC official refuýed to speculate about hz , , oý.< :. , 

"We just don't know at this point." said Todd J. Jackson. lead NRC inspector for the Millstone I 
decommissionino. "There is no wva to kno,. where it ,,ent.

Jackson said it was premature to discuss the potential for penalties against NU.  

Hyde said the mosi iii, 1,naro i that the fuel rodJ wýere reloc-aed and are ,till in the 40-foot-deen 
spent fuel pool.  

A container that ma\ house the rods has been seen in the pool. but Millstone needs GE's assistance to 
inspect it. All ,v ork must be done in the pool using remotelv -operated equipment and cameras. The wa~er 
shields the radiation.  

The abilit\ to monitor spent fuel wvas the subject of recent hearings in\olvin2 Millstone. The Connecuu:k 
Coalition Against Millstone. %% hich ha. it\ office in M% stic. sought unsuccessfull\ to block a licenLc 
amendment at the Mililýione 3 reactor.  

The amendment a ilI alloy, Millstone 3 engineers to reconfigure and add storage racks at that plant so ,o 
w\aste can be stored in the spent fuel pool.  

Opponent. had arcLued• the additional spent fuc! increased the chance of an accident in the e\ e. fun 'uel 
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December 20. 2000 

Mr. Richard A. Meserve 
Chairman 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Wiashington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Chairman Meserve: 

I am writing in regard to the Commission's Daily Event Report #37596 (December 15, 2000) 
and the NRC Weekly Report from November 24, 2000, which report on two missing fuel rods 
from the Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 1. As you know, Millstone I is in the process of 
being decommissioned. During that procedure, workers have found that the box containing the 
two ruel rods, originally stored in a spent fuel pool at the plant, was not listed in any inventory 
after 1980--meaning that these highly radioactive spent fuel rods may have been missing for &.e 
last 20 years. This is distirbing news.  

An article in The New London Day on December 15, 2000, reports on the possibility that the rods 
were shipped to low-level radioactive waste facilities in Bamwell, SC, or Richland, WA. The 
NRC Weekly Report suggests that the;y may have been shdpped to General Electric (GE). More 
disturbing is the possibility that the rods are not in the possession of any licensed facility or have 
been stolen. In order to better understand the facts and cLcumstances surrounding this situation., 
I request your response to the followxing questions: 

(I) What Cozmission requirements govern the storage of spent fuel at nuclear power plants? 
What procedures and pclicies are licensees requi-ed to foliow to verify that no material is 
lost, stolen, or diverted? %h'at fines or ozher penalties can the Commission impose ifa 
licensee fails *o adhere to such requirements? Does the Commission intend to impose any 
such fines or penalties in -his case?' 

(2) According to the aforementioned article in Tre Da-., Leon 1. OLx-er, a se".or ,tce preside=: 
and chief nuclear officer at Millstone, and Bruce Kenyon, president of generation for 
Northeast Utilities, indicated that they had no knowledge of any other commercial nuclear 
plant that had misplaced spent nuclear fuel, Is the Commission aware of any other instances 
of lost or misplaced spent fuel? Will the Commission require its licensees to review the 
inventories of all other nuclear power facilities in the U.S. to determine if other discrepancies 
exist? Are utilities required to periodically review their inventories to find whether these 
types of discrepancies exist? How can we know whether the missing rods at Northeast 
Utilities are an isolated incideni or eidence of a more widespread phenomenon? 
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(3) According to the article in Pie Day, raioactive waste at the facilities in South Carolima and 
Washington "-is not buried in a precise ,ocatio"' 'Why not? Do these sites record at least the 
q-antity of the materials that are buried? Why wouldn't these sites recuire a knowledge of 
the inventories on their premises? What are the po:ential public health consequences of 
storing high-level vaste like the spent fuel rods at low-level radioactive waste facilities7 
Whaz are the consequences for the workers at those fazilities? What penalties are normally 
imposed on licensees for sending materials to an improper facility? Does the Commission 
intend to impose any fines or cther penalties i. this case? 

(4) According to the NRC Weekly Report, there is a box in the spent fuel pool at MNillstone 1 that 
workers were not able to examine without assistance from GE. WVat sort of equipment and 
expertise was required from GE to do this examination? Why are those resources and 
expertise not located at the Millstone facility? 

(5) What assurances can the Commission p-ovide that the spent fuel rods have not been stolen? 
What would be the proliferation consequences of the diversion of this material? 

(6) I would lic to receive a copy of the written report that the licensee is required to file with the 
Commission 30 days after making the initial telephone report of the discovery, pursuant to 10 
CFR 20.2201.  

"The regulation of nucicar material is vital to protecting our public's health and safety. Therefore, 
I urge the Commission to thoroughly investigate this matter and to take steps to prevent similar 
incidents from occurring in the future. I appreciate your attention to these matters, and I would 
appreciate a response by Janua, 18, 2001. If you have any questions regarding my reques,.  
please contact Brer-dar: Plapp or JeffDuncan of my staffat 202-225-2836.  

SiLncereiy, 

Edward Jr -Markey 
Member of Congre-ss
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

- WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555-0001 

February 1, 2001 

CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable Edward J. Markey 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Markey: 

I am responding to your letter of December 20, 2000, in which you asked several 
questions concerning the accountability for two irradiated fuel rods presumed missing from the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1 (Millstone 1). Our responses to your specific questions 
are enclosed. Please recognize that we are early in our review of this event and are still 
pursuing clarification of a number of issues. The answers we are providing are based on our 
current knowledge. The licensee is continuing its investigation and we will continue to monitor 
its actions. As you requested, a copy of the Licensee Event Report, dated January 11, 2001, is 
provided, including a time-line of the licensee's actions leading to the discovery of the condition.  

The licensee's initial investigation consisted of visual inspection of the spent fuel pool, 
review of vendor and licensee fuel and fuel shipping records, and personnel interviews. Since 
then, the licensee has retrieved records and reviewed potentially relevant documentation, such 
as vendor fuel reconstitution records, spent fuel pool maps, control room logs, radiation work 
permits, material transfer forms, and waste shipment records. The licensee intends to conduct 
additional spent fuel pool visual inspections and personnel interviews and have further 
communications with representatives from the licensed radioactive waste facilities in BarnweJ;.  
South Carolina, and Hanford, Washington.  

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has closely monitored the 
licensee's investigation since the licensee formally reported to the staff by telephone on 
December 14, 2000, that it could not locate the two fuel rods. In addition, the NRC staff has 
discussed the event with individuals re~rese -t`n q , . t es of South Carolina and 'WVashingtc. ' 
which have possible involvement as Agreement Sta:es, and will continue to engage them in the 
event follow up.  

In closing, let me emphasize that I share your concerns regarding this issue. Because of 
the potential health and safety implications, the NRC views the control of spent nuclear fuel to 
be of great importance. At this point, it is highly likely that the two missing fuel rods are either 
still located in the Millstone 1 spent fuel pool, or are buried at a licensed radioactive waste 
disposal site, thereby posing little or no threat to public health and safety. However, the NRC 
will closely monitor and evaluate the licensee's response to this event to assess actions to be 
taken to preclude future similar events. If the missing fuel rods are buried at a low-level waste 
disposal site, we will assess what corrective actions may be required.
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If you have further comments or questions, please contact me.

Richard A. Meserve

Enclosure: Questions and Answers



Questions and Answers

Q. "What Commission requirements govern the storage of spent fuel at nuclear power 
plants?" 

A. NRC requirements governing the monitoring, inventory and record keeping for storage of 
spent fuel at nuclear power plants are provided in Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR), Part 70, "Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material," and in 
particular Section 70.51, "Material balance, inventory, and records requirements." The 
requirements that address the manner in which the fuel is stored are provided in 10 CFR 
Part 50 Appendix A, 10 CFR 50.68, 10 CFR Part 72, and the specific license for the 
facility.  

0. 'What procedures and policies are licensees required to follow to verify that no material is 
lost, stolen, or diverted?" 

A. In accordance with 10 CFR 70.51 (c), a power reactor licensee is required to establish, 
maintain, and follow written material control and accounting procedures that are sufficient 
to enable the licensee to account for the special nuclear material (SNM) in its possession.  

In addition, in accordance with 10 CFR 70.51(d), a power reactor licensee is required to 
conduct a physical inventory of all SNM in its possession at intervals not to exceed 
12 months.  

The licensee is also required to maintain records on the inventory (including location), 
disposal, and transfer of all SNM, which includes plutonium, uranium-233 (U-233), and 
uranium enriched in the isotopes U-233 or U-235. According to the requirements of 
10 CFR 70.51(b)(5), the licensee must retain records of transfer from the facility for the 
life of the license, but may dispose of material acquisition and physical inventory records 
three years after the transfer is made.  

Further, pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 70.54(a) and 74.15(a), the licensee must 
submit a Nuciear Materiai Transaction Report to the Nuclear Material Management and 
Safeguards System (NMMSS), operated for both NRC and the Department of Energy, 
every time its faciiity transfers (or receives) SNM.  

..na.ly. in ac ,.:,e n ' C R 70-53 ' ... -4413 ".l;1, at least twice a year, the 
licensee must submit materjal balance reports concerning SNM received, produced, 
possessed, transferred, consumed, disposed of, or lost, and an inventory composition 
report to NMMSS. NMMSS reconciles each licensee's report with a report generated from 
NMMSS and requests investigation of any differences. NRC participates in reconciliations 
when a reconciliation cannot be accomplished by NMMSS and the reactor licensee. The 
NMMSS is discussed further in a subsequent response.

Enclosure
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Q. "What fines or other penalties can the Commission impose if a licensee fails to adhere to 
such requirements?" 

A. Violations of NRC regulations are subject to civil enforcement action and may also be 
subject to criminal prosecution. After identifying an apparent violation, the NRC makes an 
assessment in accordance with its Enforcement Policy.  

Three primary enforcement sanctions are available: a Notice of Violation (NOV), a civil 
penalty, or an order. An NOV identifies a requirement and how it was violated, and 
formally cites the violation pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, "Notice of violation;* it normally 
requires a written response. A civil penalty is a monetary fine imposed under the authority 
of Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA). The AEA allows for 
penalties of up to $100,000 per violation per day. The Debt Collection Improvement Act of 
1996 raised the amount to $110,000. An order modifies, suspends, or revokes a license 
or requires specific actions be taken by a licensee or a person. The Commission's 
authority to issue orders under Section 161 of the AEA is broad and covers any area of 
licensed activity that affects the public health and safety. NOVs and civil penalties may be 
issued for violations. Orders may be issued for violations or because of public health or 
safety issues.  

0. "Does the Commission intend to impose any such fines or penalties in this case?" 

A. The NRC staff's inquiry into the circumstances leading to the loss of accountability is still 
ongoing. When complete, we will apply the Enforcement Policy to determine the 
appropriate enforcement action. The NRC staff notes, however, that any civil sanction 
may be limited by the statute of limitations, 28 U.S.C. § 2462, 'Time for commencing 
proceedings," which is applicable to the NRC as well as other government agencies.  

0. "According to the aforementioned article in The Day, Leon J. Olivier, a senior vice 
president and chief nuclear officer at Millstone [1], and Bruce Kenyon, president of 
generation for Northeast Utilities, indicated that they had no knowledge of any other 
commerciai nuclear plant that had misplaced spent nuclear fuel. Is the Commission 
aware of any other instances of lost or misplaced spent fuel?" 

Aý The other instances the Commission is aware of are as follows: 

In 1990, a nuciear power p;ant snipped one more irradiated fuel rod than planned. The 
licensee discovered the discrepancy in 1991 and notified the NRC and the NMMSS, and 
corrected its records. The extra rod was protected along with the rest of the shipment.  

On several occasions, licensees have reported "lost" or "missing" spent fuel, but in each 
case the spent fuel was known to be contained in the reactor coolant system, the spent 
fuel pool. or a refueling pathway, and thus was secure within the facility.
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Q. "Will the Commission require its licensees to review the inventories of all other nuclear 
power facilities in the U.S. to determine if other discrepancies exist?" 

A. NRC is closely monitoring the licensee's investigation to determine exactly what happened 
to the two Millstone 1 fuel rods. Following the completion of the NRC's inquiry, we will 
consider whether industry-wide generic action is warranted, 

Q. "Are utilities required to periodically review their inventories to find whether these types of 
discrepancies exist?" 

A. A power reactor licensee is required to conduct a physical inventory of all SNM in its 
possession at intervals not to exceed 12 months in accordance with 10 CFR 70.51 (a)(8) 
and 10 CFR 70.51(d).  

Q. "How can we know whether the missing rods at Northeast Utilities are an isolated incident 
or evidence of a more widespread phenomenon?" 

A. Licensee SNM inventory and transaction data are required to be reported to the National 
Nuclear Material Accounting Database via the NMMSS. The NMMSS maintains 
information on facility inventories, shipper-receiver differences, and inventory differences.  
The transaction information is used to match reported shipments with corresponding 
receipts. Twice a year, licensees reconcile facility records with the NMMSS information to 
identify anomalies in facility records. The NRC staff is still investigating why the 
Millstone 1 anomaly was not identified in 1980 or in later years by the licensee or NMMSS.  
Based on the results of our investigation, we may elect to require additional actions at 
other facilities.  

0. "According to the article in The Day. radioactive waste at the facilities in South Carolina 
and Washington is not buried in a precise location.' Why not?" 

A. Regulations provdec in 10 CFR 61.80, "Maintenance of records, reports, and transfers.  
require that the licensee record and document, among other things, the quantity of 
radioactive wastes in a shipment and the location of disposal in the site. Since South 
('-rolina and Washington are Agreement States. the low-level waste disposal facilities in 
these States are regulated by State agenc;es. Both States have adopted regulations 
comcat.ibe with iD0 -:R Part, 61, ,nc;udaing provisions ýor reco. ,. the !ocaz;,- :f 
disposals.  

The regu ations at 10 CFR Part 61 became effective in January 1983 and the State 
regulations were adopted subsequent to 1983. If the Millstone 1 fuel rods were shipped to 
either of these sites before 1983, the specific requirements of those regulations would not 
have been applicable. However, according to officials from South Carolina and 
Washington, the locations of disposed wastes were being recorded during the early 
1 980s. Thus, both facilities could retrieve waste, if necessary, because of the existence 
of records for the location of specific disposals.
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0. "Do these sites record at least the quantity of the materials that are buried? Why wouldn't 
these sites require a knowledge of the inventories on their premises?" 

A. The quantities of radioactive materials are and must be recorded. Thus, the inventories 
are required to be known. The records for disposal are based in part on the shipping 
manifest provided to the waste storage facility by the licensee shipping the material.  

Q. "What are the potential public health consequences of storing high-level waste like the 
spent fuel rods at low-level radioactive waste facilities?" 

A. Currently there is no evidence that the Millstone 1 spent fuel rods were disposed of at a 
low-level waste site. The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 61 (and the 
compatible regulations in the States of Washington and South Carolina) rely on a 
combination of 100 years of active institutional controls (to control land use at the facility), 
government ownership of land, and engineered barriers or depth of burial to isolate highly 
radioactive wastes from people. However, because the fuel rods remain highly 
radioactive longer than low-level waste, there is a potential for higher doses to possible 
intruders after the Part 61 controls are no longer in effect. There is no present hazard 
from the disposal of the two fuel rods from Millstone 1 at a low-level waste facility.  

Another potential hazard is that radionuclides released from the fuel rods could migrate 
into the groundwater, eventually exposing members of the public to radiation. The 
licensee estimates the amount of radioactivity in the fuel rods to be approximately 300 
curies. (Although we have not independently verified that estimate, it appears to be 
reasonable.) This amount of radioactivity is a tiny part of the total inventory of several 
million curies at each site that must already be isolated to protect the public health and 
safety. Thus, the incremental effect of the fuel rods on public health and safety from 
groundwater would be small. The hazard would depend on such factors as the specific 
radionuclides in the waste and site specific characteristics, such as how fast the 
groundwater moves.  

Q. "What are the conseauences fco the workers at those facilities?

A ad;ation exposure of workers at the disposal facilities are governed by radiation 
protect;on prcorams. The doses they receive from radioactive materials are continuousiy 
mon .:or~ to ensu-e that the doses are within regulatory limits. Both facilities routineiy 
dispose of some low-level waste with relatively high radiation levels and have procedures 
in place fIr ensuring that doses to workers are not only within the regulatory limits but as 
low as is reasonably achievable. Therefore, we anticipate no significant consequences fo, 
the workers.  

Q. "What penalties are normally imposed on licensees for sending materials to an improper 
facility?" 

A. The penalties for transporting or disposing of materials improperly are based on the 
c~rcumstances of each case. The Commission considers the quantity and radioactivity of 
the materials, the exposure risk to workers or members of the public, and the effect on the 
environment. The Commission also considers the underlying causes for the violation and 
the licensee's efforts to identify and correct the problem.
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Q. "Does the Commission intend to impose any fines or other penalties. in this case?" 

A. As noted previously, the NRC staff's inquiry is still ongoing. If the staff determines that 
the SNM was transported or disposed of improperly by the licensee, the staff will apply the 
Enforcement Policy to determine the appropriate enforcement action. The NRC staff 
notes, however, that any civil sanction may be limited by the statute of limitations, 28 
U.S.C. § 2462, 'Time for commencing proceedings," which is applicable to the NRC as 
well as other government agencies.  

Q. "According to the NRC Weekly Report, there is a box in the spent fuel pool at Millstone I 
that workers were not able to examine without assistance from GE [General Electric].  
What sort of equipment and expertise was required from GE to do this examination?" 

A. The box referred to in the NRC Weekly Report is an in-pool GE storage container, 
designated SRP-2D, for segmented test fuel rods. Segmented test rods were used at 
Millstone 1 in the 1970s and early 1980s as part of a joint GE-utility program to evaluate 
fuel performance. The SRP-2D container is constructed like a fuel bundle, with a lower tie 
plate, an upper tie plate, and spacers. A bundle channel encases the SRP-2D assembly 
to provide torsional support, preventing flexing during handling.  

Because the channel housing would have to be removed and the upper tie plate may have 
to be removed to see if the missing fuel rods had been placed in SRP-2D, the licensee 
contracted with qualified GE personnel experienced in bundle disassembly activities to 
perform the inspection. Anticipating that special tools might be necessary to disassemble 
the container, the licensee also contracted with GE to provide those tools.  

Q. "Why are those resources and expertise not located at the Millstone [11 facility?" 

A. Millstone 1 employs personnel who are qualified to perform fuel handling activities, 
including dechanneling. However, bundle disassembly activities, such as upper tie plate 
removal, are not routine operations and are not normally performed by station personnel.  
GE personnel performed the last bundle disassembly activities at Millstone 1 in the early 
1 980s The licensee decided it was safer to use experienced GE personnel for the recent 
storage container examination. The special tools (which were in fact not required for the 
examination) are used too infreoqently to justify their purchase.  

0. 'What assurances can the Commission provide that the spent fuel rods have not been 
stolen?" 

A. The very high radiation level of the material makes theft difficult, dangerous, and very 
unlikely. The radiation levels also make the material of limited or no economic value.  
Moreover, the amount and chemical form of the fissile material contained in the two spent 
fuel rods make it unlikely, in our judgment, that the rods could be used to assist in the 
manufacture of a weapon. Had a theft occurred for the purpose of terrorism or 
radioiogical sabotage, it would be expected that such a threat would have materialized in 
the 20 years over which the discrepancy is believed to have existed. No such threat has 
been identified.
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Q. "What would be the proliferation consequences of the diversion of this material?" 

A. The two fuel rods pose no risk of proliferating nuclear weapons. The uranium (U-235) in 
the fuel rods is low-enriched uranium (2.44%). The amount of U-235 in each rod is about 
50 grams. The plutonium created in each rod during its time in the reactor core is 
estimated to be approximately 20 grams. In general, the NRC considers proliferation 
consequences to be small for SNM quantities less than 5000 grams of highly enriched 
uranium (>20% U-235) or 2000 grams of plutonium, or a combination thereof 
(10 CFR 73.2, *Special nuclear material of low strategic significance").  

0. "1 would like to receive a copy of the written report that the licensee is required to file with 
the Commission 30 days after making the initial telephone report of the discovery, 
pursuant to 10 CFR 20.2201." 

A. A copy of the licensee's report is attached.  

Attachment: 
Licensee Event Report



Northeast ROpe F-rr Rý o~-i~ a 
Nuclear Energy -Mo n .eNudea Por- Staotion 

Northeas Nucdeaw Per. Company 

P.O. BOX 128 
Wateror.d. CT 06385-0128 

(860) 447-1791 
Fax (860) 444-4277 

The Notbe&a.'t Utiliies Sywrm 

January 11,2001 
B 18309 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Attention: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Subject: Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1, Docket No. 50-245 
Licensee Event Report (LER) 2000-02-00 

This letter forwards Licensee Event Report 2000-02-00 (Attachment 1) and is submitted 
pursuant to 10CFR20.2201(b).  

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Mr. Bryan S. Ford at 
(860) 437-5895.  

Very truly yours, 

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY 

Bryan .S.Ford 
Director Decommissioning 

cc: H. J. Miller, Region I Administrator 
J. B. Hickman, NRC Senior Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 1 
T. J. Jackson, NRC Region 1 

Director 
Bureau of Air Management 
Monitoring and Radiation Division 
Department of Environmental Protection 
79 Elm Street 
Hartford, CT 06106-5127
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FACJLrTY NAME (i1 DOcKEr wiMER i2J PAGE i3) 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 05000245 1 OF 6

Rod Accountability

LER NUMBER 16)

YEAR I SEQUENTIAL I REVISION MONTH NUMBER NUMBER

2000 - 002 -- 00 01 15 2001 FACILITY NAME DOCKET NUMBER 

THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR §: (Check one or more) (11) 
IX 120.2201(b) 120. 2 203(a)(2)(,,) 50.73Ia)I2)li) 5 0. 7 3(a) (2:)iv t 

I 20.2203(a)(1) 20.2203(a)(3)(i) 50.73(a)(2)(ii) 50.73(a)(2)ix) 
20.2203(a)(2)(i) 20.2203(a)(3)(iij 50.73(a)(2)(iii) 73.71

20.2203(a)(2)(it 120.2203(a)(4) 
20.2203(a}(2)(iii) 50.36(c)(1) 

20.2203(a)(2)(wv) 5O.36(c)(2) 

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER

/ "A"E
Bryan Ford, Decommissioning Director

50.7 3(aj(2)(rv) OTHER 

50. 73(a)(2)(v) 
50 3(J21v SPOCHY in AbStract below~ 
50. 7 3(a)(2)(vii) or in NRC Form 366A 

1( 1 2 )) 

TELEP ONE NUMBER (IlnCde Are, Code, 

(860) 437-5895 

CRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13) 

YSTEM COMPONENT MANUFACTURER REPORTAS.E
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--- -.g z reconciliation and verification, of the Mi;lstone Unit I spent nuclear fuel recorc 
that the location of two full-length irradiated fuel rods could not be determined, and wa 
Special Nuclear Mater a' re-:. The records ýeconc;iation and verifition
decommissioning activ;ities at ...... Jnit 1.

:s, Unit 1 personnel concluded 
s not property tacked in :re 
ffort is part of ongoing

The two irradiated fuel rods are from fuel assembly MS 557, which was disassembled in 1972 for inspection. The two 
rods were displaced during the re-assembly of assembly MS 557 in 1974. Records indicate that in 1979 and 1980, 
the displaced rods were physically verified to be stored in a canister in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP). The rods and 
canister are no longer in the SFP location documented in 1979 and 1980. Records retrieved to date do not document 
their relocation or disposition.  

Due to the radiation levels associated with the fuel rods, it is only considered credible that they either remain stored in 
the SFP or they were shipped in a shielded cask to a facility licensed to accept radioactive material. Due to the 
controls in place at both Millstone and the facilities licensed to accept radioactive material, there is no undue risk to 
the nealth and safety of the public or plant and licensed facility workers.

The investigation into the location of the two fuel rods is ongoing.
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) 
TEXT CONTINUATION

FACIUTY NAME (1) DOCKET LER NUMBER 6 PAGE 13) 
SEQUENTIAL REVISION 

Moig~nni Nt rlpr Pnwp~r Stntinn I nit 1 ().Sr)(3h) 45i Y NUMBER NUMBER 2 OF 6 

1 1 ~2000- 02J-_ 00 
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional copies of NRC Form 366Ai (171

II.

May 1974 Assembly MS 557 was reassembled by the fuel vendor. Two rods were not replaced into the 
assembly.  

1974 The fuel vendor conducted a Segmented Test Rod (STR) Program that included shipping of 
through irradiated, segmented (partial length) test fuel rods in a shielded cask to the vendor for analysis 
1984 and evaluation. This program also resulted in the construction of a separate assembly (canister).  

SRP-2D to hold discharged segmented test rods as needed.  
1978 Work was performed in the SFP to process, consoaidate and store miscellaneous irradiated 
through components anc instruments in cask liners.  1985 1Mach A SFP map dated March 13, 1979 identifies two rods in a canister located in the SFP.  

1 07: 

May 1979 jA reactor engineer requests that the onsite fuel vendor representative visually inspect the canister 
in the SFP and identiv e , fue r . - zi, g :e seral n.,mbers. The vendor responds that 
their visual inspection of :ne rods and applicab.e fuei assembly records indicates that the two fuel 
rods are from assembly MS 557. The reactor e.ngineer begins tracking these two rods on an 
inventory card in the Fuel Card Index.  

April 1980 The fuel rods are noted on the SFP map of April 30, 1980 as located in a storage canister in the 
SFP.  

September A SFP map dated September 18, 1980 no longer ,dentifies the location of the fuel rods and 
1980 canister.  
1980 Numerous shipments of miscellaneous irradiated components from the SFP occurred.  
through 
1990 
1990 An inventory list was completed in early 1990 and there was no indication of the canister or the two 

fuel rods 
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Description of Event 

During a reconciliation and verification of the Millstone Unit 1 spent nuclear fuel records, it was concluded that the 
location of two full-length irradiated fuel rods was not properly tracked in the Special Nuclear Material (SNM) 
records. The records reconciliation and verification effort is part of ongoing decommissioning activities at Millstone 
Unit 1. A condition report (CR) M1-00-0548 was written on November 16, 2000, documenting the issue. Table 1 
provides a description of the fuel rods.  

The two irradiated fuel rods are from fuel assembly MS 557, which was disassembled in 1972 for inspection. The 
two rods were displaced during the re-assembly of assembly MS 557 in 1974. Records indicate that in 1979 and 
1980, the displaced rods were physically verified to be stored in a canister in the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP). The rods 
and canister are no longer in the SFP location documented in 1979 and 1980. Records retrieved to date do not 
document their relocation or disposition.  

On December 14, 2000, Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) notified the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) of the fuel rod accountability issue via telephone pursuant to the requirements of 
10CFR20.2201 (a)(ii) and 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(vi). Concurrently, NNECO notified the State of Connecticut.  

Chronology 

October Assembly MS 557 was disassembled by the fuel vendor to provide assembly components for 197)2 analysis and testing.
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November The records reconciliation and verification effort identifies that the location of two full-length 
16, 2000 irradiated fuel rods was not properly reflected in Special Nuclear Material (SNM) records.  

Condition Report M1-00-0548 was initiated.  
December NNECO notified the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of the fuel rod accountability issue via 14, 2000 telephone pursuant to 1OCFR20.2201(a)(ii) and 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(vi). Concurrently, NNECO 

notified the State of Connecticut.  
December The licensed facilities in South Carolina and Washington that receive radioactive waste material 
20, 2000 shipments from Millstone were contacted and informed about the fuel rod accountability issue.  

Ill. Investigation 

A response team was established and later augmented to locate the fuel rods. Due to the radiation levels 
associated with the fuel rods, the investigation focused on locating the rods either in the pool or at a facility licensed to accept radioactive material. Initial reviews of records and visual inspections of the most likely locations in the SFP have been performed. Selected visual inspections of the SFP were conducted assuming four possible 
scenarios: (1) the rods are still in their original canister, (2) the rods have been removed from the original canister 
and have been placed in a different canister, (3) the rods have been placed in a fuel assembly, or (4) the rods are stored in other available locations; e.g., empty fuel storage locations, control rod storage tubes, etc.  

The following specific actions have been completed' 

1. The visuaý inspection of assembly MS 557 indicates that it contains a dummy spacer capture rod and an 
empty hole in one tie rod location.  

2 Two specific possible locations for the rods were identified and visually inspected: assembly (canister) 
SRP-2D and the fe! canster containing fuel assembly MS 508.  3 A visual inspect•.c.' of accessible spent fuel poo! locations was made with special camera 
equipment 

4 A review of selecled vendor ard licensee fuel records has been performed.  
5. A re.iew o selecte, vendor and hcensee fue! shipment records has been performed. The record of 

shi, men!s of iradated fuel descroe transfer of test rods to the vendor during the 1974-1984 time 
period. The vendor location noted on the shipping records was not capable of receiving full-length :r-ad~ated fuel rods during the 1974-1984 time period. Therefore, it is considered unlikely that the fuel 
rods were shipped to this vendor location.  

6. Personnel interviews have -en celormed 7. A ra,.-Jo,oogical and c_,•c•,: ssessment o': the two fuel' rods was performed.  8. An independent review team has been established to assess completed actions and provide 

recommendations as the "e.-cactn continues.  

The investigation is on-going and the investigation team is being augmented as needed.  

IV. Health and Safety 

An assessment of the contact radiation levels of the two fuel rods has been performed. Contact radiation levels 
were initially estimated to have been on the order of 8000R/hr in the early 1980's and approximately 1000P•hr today. Results of the detailed calculations revealed that doses were on the order of 1600FRhr in 1980 and 850R,'hr in 2000. With these radiation levels, removal from the SFP, other than in a shielded cask would have triggered 
multiple plant radiation alarms. The possibility of theft or diversion of the two fuel rods is highly improbable cue to 
the estimated radiation levels.  

"NRC FORY 36EA ý4 95,
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Two possible scenanos have been analyzed for health and safety: 

1 Fuel rods remain on site.  

A criticality calculation has shown that even with the rods inadvertently located next to the most reactive fuel assembly in the spent fuel pool, the geometric configuration is such that the local fuel assembly array, as well as the pool would remain below 0.90 Ktf sub-critical. If the rods remain in the SFP, they are stored safely with the other spent fuel and there is no undue threat to the health and safety of the public or plant workers.  
Further visual inspections of the SFP are planned.  

2. Fuel rods were shipped off site.  

If a shielded cask shipment occurred, it was shipped to a licensed facility, either as: 

(a) Irradiated fuel to the fuel vendor; or 

If the fuel rods have been sent to a licensed irradiated fuel vendor, they are being stored in accordance with the vendor's license requirements which are established to ensure that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of the public, environment and the worker. Further records review is ongoing.  

(b) Irradiated waste to a licensed facility.  

An initial review of shipping records indicates that the only facilities considered credible for receiving these rods as ,rradiate, vwaste are the licensed radioactive waste disposal sites in the States of Washington and 
South Carolina 

During shipment of these roas in a shielded cask, the general radiation profiles for the two fuel rods would 
have been w th7n the limits esta-!ished for transportation to these licensed facilities under existing DOT NRC and Staies of Washinoýon and South Carolina regulations, Therefore, due to the controls in place dir rg the sh'z'ý;ng of rao,;:actrve matenal to these licensed faci!ities. there is no undue threat to the neai:
a-no safety of the public. resu::ing from tie possible shipment of these fuel rods.  

An initial revew of these faciht;es has indicated that although these facilities are not licensed to accept 
spent nuclear fuel, they are a'_.' rzed to 'eceive and ýotsess source material and speCa nuclear material. This review also inz :ated that the total activity and volume associated with the rds is a smali' fraction of the total activrty and volume accepted at these sites. In addition, a criticality evaluation of •he 
two fuel rods was performed. In the optimum (or worst case scenario) configuration, the criticality evaluation of the two rods with an enrichment of 2.44 w/o % at zero burn-up, with a water reflector, indicates that the fuel would be substantially sub-critical. Therefore, due to the controls in place at these 
facilities licensed to accept radioactive material, there is no undue threat to the health and safety of the 
public, or workers at these facilities, resulting from the possible shipment and receipt of these fuel rods.  

Further records review is ongoing.  

NRC FCRY, 35" .4 -5
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V. Cause of Event 

NNECO can not provide the apparent cause for this event at this time. The investigation is on-going.  

VI. Independent Assessment 

The Independent Review Team that is augmenting the investigation has performed an initial assessment. They 
have independently determined that: 

* They concur with the information and data reviewed to date that there is no undue risk to the health and safety of the public, plant workers or licensed facility workers.  * Evidence to date does not strongly support one scenario over the other; i.e., that the fuel rods are in the SFP 
or have been shipped to a licensed facility.  

VII. Ongoing Actions 

The investigation and the following actions are ongoing: 

1. The establishment of an enhanced project team.  
2. The performance of additional SFP visual inspections.  
3. The continuation of records retrieval and review of relevant documentation (e.g., SFP maps, control room logs, vendor fuel reconstitution records, radiation work permits, waste shipment records, and material 

transfer forms).  
4. Tne conduct and documentation of additional personnel interviews.  5. Ongoing communications and notifications to the licensed facility located on the Hanford Reservation in the 

State of Washington and the licensed facility located at Bamwell in the State of South Carolina.  
VIII Fuure Reports 

In accordance wjtn 1OCFR20.2201 (d), subsequent to this wrtten report, additional substantive information v,,iý oe reported mi,,,n 30 oays of d scovey of such information A Suop-eental Report will address the following 
adoitonal issues: 

m, , stances under which the rods were lost.  
2. Statement of d~sposit on, or probable disposition of the rods.  3. Az::ons tnat nave been taken a.nd w'ii be taKen to recover tne rods.  4. Description of procedures or measures that have been, or will be taken to prevent recurrence.

NRC PORY 3t- F4 -9ý
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Table I - Fuel Rods Description
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COMMUNICATION PLAN

Sionificant Status Uodates

NRR will assure that key staff personnel and outside stakeholders (see attached list) are 
notified oromptly.  

OSP will assure : nvolved States are notified.  

Q&As (continually being revised as new info issues emerge) will have been provided to 
OPA and other NRC liaison offices to respond to outside inquires.  

70.52 Report 

Same as above plus: 

IRO notifications will made. Recipients will have been pre-briefed that this is a known 
event which the NRC has been following for nine months.

Final Investiaation Recort (Note: these actions will begin when the results of the 
investigation are provided to the NRC and other stakeholders no! 
necessarily when the report is issued)

Same as Sjgn'fica'ýt Status Updates plus: 

If investication co•r•c•udes ,ha fuel rods are at an LLW site, initiate detailed discussions 
with involved Stateis) or aporopriate course of action. (Alternatives. considerations.  
cost benefit anarvsis inclluO-g examinations and .esting possiole and or requirea.  
licensing requirerents ard op.o. o-,si Preiminary oJscussion have already taken place.

Final Root Cause Reoo- N,•te. t ese ons 'i be- % ,her ,h esults of th,,,n Fuel Ron 
'cM oun:ao. :y Project's investigation are provided to the NRC 
and other stakenolders not necessarily when the report is issued)

Initiate generic communications as appropriate.

Attachment 4



Millstone Missing Fuel Contact Lis:

EDO 

Deputy Executive Director for Reactor Programs 
William F. Kane 

Deputy Executive Director for Materials. Research and State Programs 
Carl J. Paperielb

Regional Coordinator, Region I 

NRR 

Samuel Collins 
Jon Johnson 

Division of Licensing Project Management 
John Zwolinski 

Project Directorate IV 
Stuart Richards 

Project Directorate IV-2 
Steve Dembek 
John Hickman 

Region I 

Hubert J. Mil!er 
James T. Wigg!ns 

Pub!ic Affairs 
Nei. Sree-a'
Diane Screi 

Division of Nuclear Materal Safely 
George Pancb rn 

Costeiic 

Decommissioning and Laboratory Branch 
Ron Bellamy 
Todd Jackson 

NMSS 

Martin Virgilio 
Margaret Federline



Division of Waste Management 
John Greeves 
Josephine Piccone 

Decommissioning Project Branch 
Larry Camper 
Jim Shepherd 

Er; ýnnmental and Performance Assessment Branch 
Tom Ess, 
Jim Kennedy 

Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards 
Mike Weber 
Robert Pierson 

Safety and Safeguards Support Branch 
Catherine Haney 
Barry Mendelsohn 

IRO 

Joe Holonich 
Steve McGuire 

OGC 

Jim Lieoerman 
Stu Treby 
Ann Hodgdon 

STP 

Paul Lohaýýs 
Spiros Drog!tTas 
John Zabko 

OPA 

Sue Gagner 
Victor Dricks 
Rosetta Virgilio 

Region II 

Regional State Liaison Officer 
Robert Trojanowski



Region IV 

Fuel Cycle/Decommissioning Branch 
Blair Spitzburg 

Regional State Liaison Officer 
Cnaries HacKrey' 

OIG 

William McDowell 
Lisa Pace



Outside Stakeholders

Connecticut

Mike Firsick michael.firsick @ po.statect. us 
(860) 424-3517

South Carolina

Henry Porter porterhj @ columb34.dhec.state.sc.us 
(803) 896-4245

Washington

Gary Robertson gary. robe rtson @ doh.wa. gov 
(360) 236-3241


